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REPORT 
OF THE 

C9TION BOARD COMMITIEE 
TO ENQUIRE INTO POST-WAR PROBLEMS 

I. INTRODUCTION • 
i. We· were appointed by the Cotton Board, at the request of the 

President of the Board of Trade, to enquire and report on the Post-war 
Problems of the Cotton Trade. We began out duties· on May 25, 1943. 

2. We ~c~pted as a basis. for our deliberations a document prepared 
by the Statistical and Econonuc Department of the Cotton Board entitled 
"Facts and Estimates Concerning the Cotton Industry." This is reprinted 
(with a few deletions from the version used by us and furnished to the 
Board of Trade) as j.ppendix A to the present report. 

3. The above-mentioned document in many respects gives the necessary 
background for our recommendations, but it may be desirable to add a brief 
summary of the situation in the cotton industry as we conceived it and 
with which our report had to cope. We saw ourselves concerned with a 
major element in the economy of Britain ; with an industry which before the 
war was her greatest manufacturing industry and also her greatest export 
industry. It was an industry in which Britain took a leading place among 
the nations of the world, our exports accounting for more than one-third 
of the total value of world exports of cotton goods. Nevertheless, the 
British Cotton Industry of 1938-39 faced a difficult and uncertain future. 
Between 1912 and 1938 the volume of its exports had declined by more 
than 75 per cent. Of the external causes responsible for the decline the 
most important were the development of protected cotton industries in 
countries which had previously imported immense ,quantities of British 
cotton goods and the emergence of rival exporting countries,· notably 
Japan, which on the basis of cheap !:about had competed most successfully 
with British exporters. 

. The necessity of a process of adjustment to these new conditions had 
been recognised by Government and Parliament as well as by the industry 
itself for more than a decade. Many enquiries had been made, by the 
Government and by organisations within the industry : many different 
proposals !>ad been considered. Certain subsidiary measures bad been 
adopted, for example, a statutory scheme to facilitate the elimination of 
surplus plant in the spinning industry, but the principal action only reached 
concrete form two months before the .war, when Parliament passed the 
Cotton Industry (Reorganisation) Act, 1939. This Act, passed in the hope 
that it would make possible a reorganisation and indeed a renaissance of 
the cotton industty, set up a Cotton Board with powers to secure the 
introduction of minimum price schemes and redundancy schemes and with 
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the duty of furthering the well-being of the industry in a variety of ways. 
The Act was suspended on the outbreak of war. In March, 1940, an Act 
was passed by Parliament setting up a temporary war-time Cotton Board, 
but not giving it pow= regarding price management or redundancy, ~he 
former being a function of the State in time of war and the latter bemg 
a matter which clearly could not even be considered whilst the country 
was at war and its textile needs entirely unpredictable. 

The industry has had to contend with many burdens, problems and 
difficulties during the war, and the question we had to answer was how 
best to unravel the tangle created in the war, and, having regard to the 
position as it was before the war and seemed likely to be after the war, 
how best to make long-term plans for the post-war period. 

4. lt seems essential to point out that our constitution, which followed 
the expressed wishes of the President of the Board of Trade, necessarily 
'affects the general character of our report. \Ve were formed as a committee 
repres,nting ill sections 'of the industry, including operatives. Such a 
committee by its nature must strive to achieve a plan and a policy based on 
the largest common measure of agreement, although it would clearly be 
wrong to put the virtues of complete unanimity so high as to hesitate to 
record majority views on particular issues. Some of our members may 
have views as individuals or may share views held by the organisations 
they represent wb,ich would not have the slightest chance of receiving the 
approbation of the Committee as a whole. Views of that kind have not 
been pressed at our meetings and we have recognised that sectional organi-. 
sations may make independent recommendations. Woo have agreed to aim 
at a report with which all would agree on broad lines as to conclusions, 
although we would not necessarily accept all the supporting arguments. 
We realise that such a report would necessarily represent an evolutionary 
rather than a revolutionary approach. Many of us as individuals would 
have different proposals to make if it were not the policy of Parliament to 
proceed in the matter of industrial reconstruction mainly by agreement 
with the interested parties and by a series of evolutionary steps in preference 
to revolutionary measures. Our report has had to be made in circumstances 
where the intentions of the Government and Parliament had not been 
defined, and we have had to make recommendations such as it seemed to 
us reasonable to assume would prove practicable. On that basis we all* 
consider that the recommendations we make, if adopted, will contribute 
very substantially to the ends in view, namely that Bdtain shoUld possess 
after the war a suitably sized cotton industry, affording stable and con
genial employment to workers, a fair return to capital and a solid contri
bution to the national well-being. 

5. The absence of anything in the nature of a lead from the Board of 
Trade to various industries which have beef\ asked to submit their post-war 
needs and plans IS .• factor to be noted. The cotton industry is an outstanding 
examp~e of t!>e industries w~ch stand to be materially affected by Govern
ment Intentions and achievements in such matters as the terms of 
international trad~, international. exchange arrangements, the policy as 
reg:uods raw ma~enals of world-~1de importance, the location of industry, 
national po!1cy m regard to stability of employment, price control and so 
forth: Whilst we.earnestly hope _that the Government will adopt firm and 
d~mte J:>Oh<:=tes on all such questwns, the more so because the worst thing 
w1t~ _which lnd_ustry can be .faced is an aimless policy of drift and passing 
poltttcal expediency, we recognise that in several vital issues the final 

• A reservation made by individual members on a particular' point is noted 
on page 23, 
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outcome depends on other countries as well as our own and on the course 
of events at large. Consequently, some of the answers industry would like 
to have woul.d not be obtainable with any certainty for a substantial period 
of ttme, wtth the best of leadershi[> from the Government. Our 
report therefore indicates the goals in view for the cotton industry and the 
~rst steps which w~ regard as essential whatever happens on the broader 
ts~ues. 11te adoption of our recommendations, especially those dealing 
wtth organisation, should place tho industry in a sound position to make 
further moves when they may become desirable in the light of national or 
international policy as it develops. 

6. Our report is made formally to the President of the Boar<lo of Trade 
but we hope to have his approval to circulate copies of it to the trade. 
We expect to amplify our report to the President with such details and 
explanations as he may require. Much of this amplification will in due 
course be suitable for circulatimi to the trade. By this procedure we put 
ourselves in a position to present in one document what we think necessary 
and desirable from the Government, together with the equally important 
actions which we believe should be forthcoming from the industry. The 
Government can establish conditions favourable to success, but only those 
engaged in the trade cali take the actual steps necessary to gain the objectives. 

At our first meeting we determined that during our deliberations all 
members should be encouraged to maintain the fullest and freest con
sultation with the organisations with which they were connected, but that 

· when it Cllme to making a report each member should vote and act to the 
best of his personal judgment without referring back to, his organisation. 
We further agreed that there should be no minority reports included with 
the main report, which would be founded on unanimous or majority 
decisions but that those, if any, who dissented from any part or the whole 
of the report should record their dissent on the understanding that all 
trade organisations, and indeed .individual members of the industry, were 
free, as they obviously were, to make reports and recommendations of 
their own. With these. remarks by way of preface we proceed to our 
conclusions and recommendations under the various beadings into which 
we originally divided our enquiries and discussions. 

II. ORGANISATION OF POST-WAR COTTON INDUSTRY 
7. We ~eek from the Government an assurance that as soon as practic

able and in any event before the Cotton Control, under the Ministry of 
Supply, is demobilised and the legal basis for its various statutory orders 
expires, and before the operation of the Act under which the present Cotton 
Board exists is termi!lated, Parliament will be asked to authorise a post-war 
Board for the industry. With such an assurance the work of the present 
organisations and that . of the rost-war body could be made into 
a sequential and orderly process o reconstruction. 

As succeeding sections of our report will show, w_e have found,. as we 
have ·examined one problem after another, that tt has been vtrtually 
impossible to , conceive and pr?pos~ workable solu~ions save on the 
assumption that there would be In existence, to supervise and execute the 
measures proposed, a central body wit!' the auth~ri~y and comprehensiven~ss 
onlv to be obtained by a statutory basts. The nurumum powers and prestige 
to "enable satisfactory results to be obtaineo would demand legislative 
backing. We feel that a new statutory meas':'re is very much to be prefe~r.ed, 
so much having happened and l>een learned tn the p~t live years, but failing 
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this we should ask for the reinstatement of the Act of 1939, now only in 
suspenswn. 

8. Assuming new legislation, we have considered the constitution and 
powers of the proposed Board. Various proposals have been made by 
organisations in ?r of the cotton i~dustry .. We have h~d the advantage of 
studying these w1th later and fuller mformatlon than theu authors possessed 
and with the benefit of every sectional view being represented amongst us. 
Our recommendations are in consequence somewhat different in detail 
from any of the earlier proposals. As to the size of the Board, we feel it is 
desirable that the President of the Board of Trade should exercise his 
discretione after the consultations and public discussions which would 
doubtless precede the drafting of a Bill. We content ourselves in the vital 
interest of efficient operation with expressing a view strongly in favour of 
a small membership. Our formula would be "the smallest number of 
members consistent with securing ltroad familiarity with raw material 
requirements, with the technical aspects of spinning, weaving, finishing, 
merchanting and with the needs of each section of organised labour." 

9. As to choice of members and appointment, our view is that circum
stances will require a Board fully and intimately acquainted with the views 
and needs of all sections of the industry, but free and indeed under the 
express obligation to take decisions on all matters coming before it 
with complete independence of judgment and with an impartiality founded 
on regard for the good of the State and the best interests of the industry 
as a whole. Therefore, although consultation by the Government with 
suitable trade representatives should most emphatically 'be a preliminary 
to appointment, and although members should have the duty throughout 
their membership to maintain intim2te consultative links with the trade 
organisations to which they themselves belong, it is our recommendation 
that members should be appointed by a Minister of the Crown and be 
constitutionally responsible to him, individually and corporately, rather 
than to trade organisations. We have assumed that precedent would be 
followed by appointing a whole-time Chairman who would be independent, 
and we leave the question of whether or not there should be other whole-· 
time members to be agreed with the Government at a later date. 

10. As regards powers, later sections of our report will indicate the 
tasks which we conceive for the Board, and from these the necessary powers 
can be deduced and textually defin~d in due course by legal experts. Our 
broad intention is that powers should include registration of firms engaged 
in the industry, collection of levies, administration of price management 
schemes when approved by the competent authority, administration of 
redund_ancy or excess capacity schemes when similarly approved, collection 
of statistical returns, access to all necessary information and .generally to 
promote scientific and technical research, to further market research and 
develo~ the C?<Po;t trade,~". engage in publicity, and to perform any work 
or service wh1ch m the op=on of the Board may contribute to the progress 
and well-being of the industry. . 

· II. As regard the basis fodevl', we endorse the system envisaged in 
the 19~9 Act, namely levies on machinery, turnover and/or registration fees, 
according to the cucumstances in each section. 

12. It is our opinion that in present circumstances the problems before 
us cann.ot be succe<sfully overcome unless the constituency of the proposed 
Board mcludes firms wholly o_r J:>artly engaged in spinning rayon staple 
fibre, weavmg rayon yarns, lirushmg rayon goods and merchanting rayon 
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goods. After exhaustive debate inside and outside Parliament the 1939 
(l-et inc~uded such fi:ms within the constituency of the Board 'for which 
tt. provided •.. Th~ Clrcu'!'stances have not so changed os to justify any 
different decrs1on m relation to a Board having a life of the duration likely 
to be approved by Parliament for the proposed new Board. We recom
mend accordingly. We. propose in consequence that twenty-live per cent 
of t~e total membership of the Board should be assigned to persons 
appomted after consultation with appropriate representatives of rayon. 
We wish to record our conviction that rayon, and possibly other fibres 
with which the textile world is not yet familiar, have a role of immense 
importance to play in the future of all branches of the British Textile 
Industry and of the cotton industry very particularly. We welcome the 
e.•tablishment of the British Rayon Federation with which all concerned in 
the cotton industry desire the most intimate collaboration. The Board we 
are suggesting, whilst possessing formal powl'rs in relation to registration 
and to administration of schemes extending to firms of the kind described 
above, need not and should not interfere with the beneficent activities of 
the Rayon Federation in promoting the well-being of firms handling rayon. 
We should approve suitable stipulations about consultation with the 
Rayon Federation, and we think the exact terms of such stipulations ought 
to be. readily agreed after discussions between those concerned. We 
suggest that the title or a sub-title for the new Board might recognise that 
the constituency, at least for certain formal purposes, included the numerous 
firms handling rayon. , . ..... 

13. Finally, on the subject of organisation, we wi$h to record that the 
existence of strong united well-staffed voluntary organisations in each 
section of the industry is rendered not less but more desirable by the 
setting up at the centre of a statutory Board constitutionally responsible to 
a Minister. The Board will need the help of such bodies and should 
support them and work with and through them. At present in some 
sections there exist a multiplidty of organisations and in others the organi
sations are not supported by as large a number of the interested firms and 
operatives as it is clearly desirable they should be in the future. We think 
the consolidation and unification of sectional organisations should be 
adopted by all concerned in the industry as an objective to be achieved as 
soon as possible. 

ill. SIZE OF THE INDUSTRY AND THE PROBLEMS 
OF EXCESS CAPAQTY 

14. Having indicated the organisationallay-~ut we consider necessary 
to operate the policy we are about to recommend, i.ve pass now to the 
question of the size of the industry with which the organisation should be 
expected to deal. All o.ur· .rro~lems are !nt.erloc":ing and the differe~t 
sections of our report will mev1tably be similarly Interdependent, but 1t 

\ seems best to take at this early stage the issue of what is likely to be the 
magnitude of the "suitably sized" industry in which we hope to see stable 
employment and commc:rdal pr~sperity. . . . . 

Neither of these desirable atms can be secured 1n an mdustry which IS 

over-sized in relation to the maximum demands of accessible and attainable 
markets. On the other hand, to think in terms of needless contraction of 
a major industry would be grav4ly at variance with the natio~ interest. 
This country will be too poor after the war to accept any avo1dable con
traction· of an industry capable of sustaining mmy hundreds of thousands 
of workers and contributing most substar>tially to the export trade and the 
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balance of payments. It is indeed hard to imagine with what substitute 
export trades Britain could contrive to replace so large and valuable an 
export trade as that in cotton goods. A line has to be drawn between these 
two opposite considerations. 

We do not propose to repeat here figures and calculati':'ns clearly set 
out in Appendix A, but to confine ourselves to our conclusiOns. 

IS. It is our view that the Government and the industry should proceed 
on the assumption that the spinning section of the cotton industry after the 
war should be approximately of the size it w~s in 1939, by which ~at~ it had 
been substantially contracted under the operatiOn of the Cotton Spmrung In
dustry Act I 936 and as a result of independent closure of a number of mills. 
This implies that spinning mills closed under concentration should be re
opened but that for the time being at least the installation of new spindles 
should be under suitable control. Nobody can foretell the future and it may 
transpire that a larger spinning industry will be desirable in the national 
interest. Alternatively our calculations as to prospects may prove in the 
event to have been over-sanguine. In the first case, the Government would 
doubtless favour expansion and set a higher limit; in the second case it 
should be settled policy that as soon as the situation shows unmistakable 
evidence of redundancy effective steps ·should be taken after consultation 
between the Government and the Cotton Board to bring about the elimina
tion of excess capacity. So far as anything can be certain it appears that 
demand will be fully adequate to absorb the output of existing spindleage 
for a fairly long period after the war. Given sound policy and action, by 
the Government and by the industry, we see no reason why a spinning 
section of that size should not find an adequate off-take even after the 
shortages resulting from the war have been satisfied. Uses for cotton 
yarns may well become more numerous. . Spindles will be increasingly 
employed to spin rayon staple fibre. On all these grounds we adopt the 
1939 spindleage as the objective at which to aim. 

16. We consider that Appendix A establishes as a fact that the looms 
in existence in the weaving section and the plant existing in the finishing 
section are both in excess of requirements if the aim is a balanced industry 
based on 1939 spindleage. It is our view that the excess productive capacity 
in weaving and finishing should be eliminated. We seek the approval of 
the Board of Trade for this policy in which event the necessary steps could 
be promoted by the existing Cotton Board in collaborotion with the parties 
concerned. 

We regard it as essential to be able to count upon a post-war Bo.rd 
following upon the present Cotton Board and inheriting obligations and 
duties in this connection as in many others. 

W~ ~v~ considered what kind of steps will be desirable in weaving. 
Many mdiv1dual manufacturers have made known their intention to dispose 
of a numbe~ of loom~ in their weaving .s~eds so as to permit of respacing 
of the remamder to 1~prov~ the conditio~ of employment. It is quite 
poss1hle that such act1on will be so extensively taken that no organised 
plan for the purchase of excess capacity will be necessary. Our view 
therefore, is 0"~ during the. early post-war stages, when presumably 
controls of building and machinery will have to be retained for other and 
y;ider national reas?ns, the Government should operate under these controls 
~ cons~tauon w1th the Cotton Board broadly so as to authorise the 
mstallauon of new looms only agairu.t the equivalent scrapping of old 
looms and thus prevent a further ~pansio~ of weaving capacity during the 
first phase of heavy demand. \X 1th this check on expansion and the 
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incentive to. red':'ction already mentioned the problem might be largely 
solved, but if this proved. not to be .the case, a definite scheme could be 
promoted a~ a suitable stage, possibly about twelve months after the end 
of U.e war 1n Europe: ~e propose that th~ responsibliity for watching 
developments and actmg tf necessary be left Jointly to the Cotton Board 
the Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' Association and the Northern 
Counties' Textile Trades' Federation. 

17. The position in the finishing industries is, to our mind rather 
different. There is no possibility of action by finishing con~ which 
would result in t~e early elimination of an appreciable proportion of the 
excess plant. It ts the sec~ion of the in~ustry in which excess capacity is 
most morked and has particularly undestrable results on costs and prices. 
We therefore recommend immediate action in the shape of a redundancy 
scheme, or possibly separate schemes for each branch. The scheme or 
schemes should be worked o~t by the Cotton Board and the section con
cerned.. The Gover~en~ would have ~o give its approval and p"ssibly 
some a1d on the financial stde. The taxation treatment of the contributions 
made by the running firms to provide compensation to those which would 
close would be an important matter for the Government to determine. 
It wi!I be clear that. measures to reduce excess capacity will affect decon
centration, which we consider later in our report. The Government is 
under an obligation to facilitate the re·opening of firms closed under the 
concentration policy. We regard compulsory closures under a redundancy 
scheme as undesirable in practice but even were this not so the Government's 
pledges when concentration took place would preclude such action. The 
basis of the redundancy schemes must therefore be voluntary so far as the 
closing firms are concerned though the contributions from running firms 
must be obligatory. The essence of the schemes must be the creation of a 
fund to compensate firms which agree to wind up their businesses and 
band over thetr plant. To avoid the danger that firms may remain in 
business and seek to obtain sooner or later an unduly high compensation 
or price, a formula should be evolved establishing a ceiling beyond which 
the managers of the redundancy scheme will be unable to go in settlement 
of compensation schemes. We are of opinion that when those engaged in 
the lini$hing sections have had time to wcigh up the situation a number 
of firms which would probably prove to be sufficient would offer to close 
on compensation terms within the pre-determined limit, especially when 
they realised that effective price management policic;s of the character 
recommended in later paragraphs would make it impossible for them to do 
better for themselves by a policy of procrasrinatipn. Redundancy schemes 
cann\)t of course be envisaged without sorne control of new entrants, and 
this is a matter of principle on which Gov~r~ent. agreement ~d action 
would be indispensably necessary. At our msttgatton, our Chairman has 
had some separate discussions with representatives of the finishing 
industries on these matters, but we fed that concrete plans cannot wisdy 
be formulated until and unless the Government's attitude is made known 
to the Cotton Board. 

18. The question has been raised in our discussions whetbe;l reduction 
wouH not be desirable in the large number of merchants engaged in the 
trade. As our later references to distribution problems will make clear . 
it is our view that amongst the changes which the future has in store in 
the cotton trade many must occur in the field of distribution. We think 
it is beyond doubt that there are too many units in this fidd at present if 
only because contraction in the number of merchants though it has occurred 
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has not kept pace with the contraction in production and exports over the 
ast twenty-five years. We_think it would be_ quite wrong ~o _hold ~ut 

&opes that future policy can guarantee a share ol trade to all exiSting uruts. 
We do not, however, recommend any particul_ar action beyond such public 
-elucidation of the true position. We cons1der that manu.facture•s and 
finishers will see the desirability of !I'aking arrangements with merchants 
whose resources, strength or special experience and skill o~er ~hem on a 
long view the assurance of continued. ~d sound ~ollab~rauon m the sale 
of their products. Merchants must similarly real1se their dependence on 
firmly ·established relationships with suppliers up~er 9 market and price 
technique where service and mutual s.u~port w;lil b~ factors of ever
increasing influence. The result of all this 1n practice wlil no doubt be that 
the state of affairs in the section of primary distribution will react in 
response to the conditions as they will exist in the industry as a whole. 

IV. RAW COTION 
19• We have had before us a quantity of stailitical and other informa

tion concerning supplies of the indu.•try's raw material. We have had the 
advantage of receiving and hearing the views of the Liverpool and Man
chester Cotton Associations. Our atteotion has been drawn to ·a report 
by t!J.e League of Nations entitled "The Transition from War to Peace 
Economy," in which significant observations are made about raw materials 
from the international angle. 

20. We are fully conscious of the great importance to the cotton 
indu•try of the future conditions governing access to the raw material, 
but we feel the time has not yet arrived at which a coii'mittee such as ours, 
representing all sections of the trade, can usefully attempt to express 
opinions or make recommendations in detail. Too much still depends on 
international as well as national policies as to which, so far as we are aware, 
no decisions have yet been taken. ' 

21. We have accordingly decided to confine ourselves at .the present 
stage to submitting only a statement of our views on the broad ptinciples. 
Fmt, we think it desirable to underline and emphasise the obvious fact 
that it will be of vital importance to the cotton industry after the war to 
have access to supplies of the raw material under the best possible terms as 
regards volume, qualities and price. We also think that it would be greatly 
to the advantage of the industry if greater stability of price could be 
established. · 

Secondly, we think it is obvious tmt if international agreement is 
r~ched on the _marketing of raw cotton then methods of marketing in 
th1s country will have to conform. No useful purpose is to be 
served by pursuing this until the nature of any international agreement is 
known. 

. Thirdly, if there is not international agreement then it would be inexpe
dient tor the c~~try to take m"'\Sures out of step with the trc;nd of events 
elsewhere and It IS assumed the Government would disembarrass itself of 
raw cotton at the earliest date-which it judges suitable. The market would 
then resume its functions and activities, 9nd insofar as there may be any 
nc:ed or _desire for chang;es in the working of the cotton market as con
stituted !n J?r~-":'ar days m or?er to cope with changes in the situation of 

. or practice w1t):tin the cotton mdustry, it may be assumed that these could 
be satisfactorily\_negotiated and arranged. 

22. We hold ~w:selves at the disposal of the President of the Board of 
Trade to go furtht'{ mto these matters if and when be may consider the time 
has arrived when we could usefully do so. . 
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V. PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

. 23. '\l?'e have considered ~he que.<tion of re-equipment in the industry, 
It IS obvtous that a substantial measure of re-equipment is necessary but 
we deprecate extr~va~ant state.ments on the subject. Efficiency is the 
product of a combination of satisfactory and fully employed plant, suitable 
~eployment of workers and good management. Progress must be made 
~:ill t~ree departments s~ultaneously, and in practice a certain gradualness 
IS mevttable. The cotton Industry must maintain production and employ
ment week by week and month by month throughout the period for which 
we are plan;ting. The outpu~ capacity of the textile machinery industry is 
a factor which has to be constdered. On these grounds it serves no useful 
purp~se . to speak about re-equipment on a ·grandiose scale. The 
question IS rather how we can make sure that vitally essential re-equipment 
will take place as soon as possible and will be followed by a steady and 
constant process of re-equipment and modernisation. The answer is two
fold : first, some special arrangements may have to be made to facilitate the 
early completion of urgently needed re-equipment because textile machinery 
firms are so largely turned over to war production : second, and far more 
important, conditions must be established in which it will prove financially 
i'ttractive to firms to re-equip and modernise •. 

24. The Cotton Board has undertaken exhaustive enquiries •nd con
sultations on this subject with spinners, manufacturers and finishers. In 
each case representatives of the machinery makers participated in these 
discussions. On the reports we have had we think the first necessity is for 
Government and Parliament to give the industry the assurance of their 
approval and support, with statutory backing where necessary, for a sound 
policy over the next five to seven years. With that established the firms 
comprising the industry can provide the capital or find it through normal 
channels for urgent re-equipment and for subsequent constant modernisa
tion. There is no occasion to think in terms of state financial facilities for 
re-equipment unless the Government doubts its will or its power to 
establish conditions in which owners of capital will see a secure reward for 
their enterprise. 

We have l?een gratified to learn that the enquiries made of a repre
sentative cross-section of firms show that out of the resources presently 
at its disposal the industry contemplates, in the five years following the end · 
of hostilities with Germany, placing orders with makers of plant and 
machinery which on pre-war values would amount to approximately 
£43,000,000. The actual sum at]resent-day prices would be much larger 
and if a situation were establishe giving ground for long-view confidence 
and if taxation policy favoured the "se of profits for re-equipment we 
believe 'much higher expenditure would- be embarkecl upon os soon as the 
machinery was obtainable. . ' 

We seek the approval of the Board of Trade for the making of a pl•n 
or agreement as between the Government, the textile machinery industry 
and the cotton industry. Details would be for settlement after discussions 
had taken place, but the following are the objectives we think should be 
in mind, namely: 

(a) the Board of Trade to arrange with the Ministry of Supply for early relief 
for Textile Machinery makers from some part at least of their munition 
obligations and for appropriate steps regarding materials and labour so 
that re·equipment may not be unduly delayed (such delay would almost 
certainly involve losses of production in cotton goOds sinco repairs and 
replacement~ are grav,ely behindhand). 
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{b) the Board of Trade to agree with the two industries a suitable proportion 
of the total output of the Textile Machinery industry which ~auld be 
reserved on priority for meeting the needs of the bo~e cotton 1ndustry, 
and no doubt other, home tex-tile industries, the remainder of the output 
to be allowed for export trade. 

(c) an understanding as to reasonable prices to be charged for machinery. 
(d) an understanding as to requirements of imported machinery. 

26. We wish to draw special attention to the degree to which this 
question of plant and equipment is bound up with and dependent upon 
satisfactory decisions and action in other matters dealt with in our report. 
We have already referred to the need to equip the manufacturer .or the 
owner of capital with the indispensable basis of confiden'7'. In thts c~n
nection we believe that nothing short of our recommendations about pnce 
mana<>ement and the elimination of redundant plant will justify or evoke 
the r:'eedful investment in re-equipment. In the section of .our report 
dealing with labour we shall show how re-equipment and creation of 
attractive conditions is essential for recruitment. At the same time labour 
and wage arrangements must be such as to encourage the spinners, manu
facturers and finishers to instal the most up-to-date machinery. Our 
references to research will be found also to have a very significant bearing 
on re-equipment, especially, we think, on the pace of re-equipment since 
we must guard against wholesale ·replacement by machinery of conventional 
type without due regard to developments which call for machinery of a 
type not hitherto manufactured. The conclusion we draw is that re
equipment after the war is not one problem to be· met by one solution but 
a continuing and vitally important element in the total problem of main
taining an efficient and successful industry. As such it can best be solved 
b)' a continuing collaboration between firms in the industry, the textile 
machinists and the Cotton Board all aided and supported by wise Govern
ment policies. 

'Zl. Mention must be made of the imporrance of structural improvements, 
better lighting and ventilation systems in spinuing mills, weaving sheds and 
finishing works. • These are necessary not only to increase efficiency but 
to create a satisfactory standard of amenities for the operatives. There is a 
serious lee-way to be made up in this connection arising partly from the 
war years and partly also from the years of acute difficulty experienced by 
producers before the war. We seek the assistance of the Board of Trade 
in securing the best possible priority for work of this kind in cotton mills, 
not merely in the industry's interests but as a necessary step in the national 
effort to provide employment and secure export trade. 

VI. THE LABOUR FORCE 

28. We have given the closest consideration to the question of the 
labour force which will be required to staff an industry of the sb.e we 
contemplate. It is realised throughout Lancashire that unless remedial 
measur~ arc:_ taken and. unless they yield satisfactory results the grave 
proba~ility 1s that ~he industry will face an acute over-all shortage of 
operattves. . We wish of ~ourse to see steps taken to overcome this 
threatened difficu.lty but ~estdes a solution of the problem of mere numbers 
.we earnestly desire to wttness the establishment of conditions which will 
completely fulfil all that is meant by stable congenial employment. 

The shortage of operatives is due to a decline in recruitment during 
several past years as well as to the diversion of labour from the cotton 
mdustry to other branches of the war effort and the probability that not all 
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the workers so diverted will return. The decline in recruitment is the 
seriou~ fact?r. and it must be. reversed by measures which will remove the 
causes. Th1s IS a problem which must be solved in the main by the industry 
itself although certain steps by the Government are also called for. 

29. :r?e main reason for the persistent short-fall in .recruitment lies in 
the dec!llllng confidence in the cotton industry which permeated the cotton 
tov:ns In the decade before the war. There are various particular causes 
whic~ can be traced. and defined, but the general lack of confidence is the 
most Important and It has tended to accentuate the effects of the individual 
fac~ors of discouragement. The policy which is needed must begin with 
bas1c measures which really do justify a return of confidence in the future 
of the !ndustry and in this connection we would emphasise our recom
mend~tlo!'-s about pri~ management, _the elimination of redundant plant, 
orgarusat1on of the mdustry, re-equtpment, and overseas markets and 
marketing. If the people of Lancashire see that the Government has agreed 

. to authorise a satisfactory policy for the industry and has established a body 
competent ·to carry such a policy through to fruition, confidence will 
return. This must, however, be accompanied inunediately by tangible 
steps to remove the drawbacks to a working ca,reer in the industry. Tb.ese 
steps must be taken jointly by employers and employed. They consist of a 
rapid and extensive acceleration of reforms and improvements which have 
already been introduced on a fairly wide scale or are in process of being 
formulated or negotiated at the present time. They should be designed to 
make the industry more attractive in respect of security of employment, 
methods of training and rromotion, and conditions of work. In the last 
connection possibilities o technical advances over the next few years may 
be expected to play an irr>portant part. 

Apart from the major and general questions of wages and minimum 
standards of amenities there exist a number of practices and regulations 
which obstruct recruitment and efficient deployment of operatives. These 
are known to both sides in the industry and any reluctance which has 
hitherto been shown in promoting realistic solutions mll!;t now be over
come. Examples of difficulties of this character which rruiy be quoted to 
lend point to this recommendation are (a) opposition to recruitment by 
adults or juveniles because of its effect upon the prospects of promotion 
and because of the practice of sharing absentees' wages, (h) too much 
rigidity in the division of functions which prevents opera ives from per

. forming more than one type of work, and (c) the absence of any provisions 
for absorbing on satisfactory terms any ex-junior workers who might 
return to the industry as adults. 

The Cotton Board Committee on Recruitment and Training was set 
up in the Spring of 1943 and has an active departmental staff working under 
its direction. We urge organisations of employers and employed as well 
as individual units to take its recommendations very much to heart and to 
co-operate with the committee to the fullest extent. 

30. Passing to what we think is requisite from the Govetnment in the 
way of policy and of action we should record firstly a negative point in the 
shape of our view that nothing resembling direction ~f.v:orkers to particular 
industries can be contemplated after the end of hostilities. But as soon as 
the need for higher priority for munitions diminishes the Government can 
and should do its utmost to aid and support the endeavour to staff the 
cotton industry. This is essential in the national interest, having regard 
to the importance of textile supplies and exports. It is also a measure of 
justice to the cotton industry which was called upon to make exceptional 
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sacrifices on the labour front at the crisis of the war and did so with 
outstanding loyalty. The Min}stry of Labour, with the support of other 
Ministries can and should facilitate and encourage the early return of 
former co~ton vmrkers from war-time civilian employment ·to which they 
have been directed or have transferred themselves voluntarily. Some part 
of a suitable programme of action "!'ight in our opinion be set in operation 
as soon as a lessened need for certalll types of production for war purposes 
Is made evident hy the tr.ilitary or the shipping situation. This lessened 
need may arise before the actual cessation of ~ hostilities. ~e seek a 
deciston by the Board of Trar!e to adopt these a~ms and to negotiate for a 
suitllhle programme ·of action with the Ministry of Labour and other 
Ministries concerned. 

The demobilisation of men and women from the Forces will also have 
a po,.erful bearing on the re-opening of closed mills and the st&ffing of 
the industry immediately after the war. Textile supplies are likely to he 
urgently required in the immediate post-war phase and the rapid return 
of workers from the Forces, especially key workers, will be essential. 

In view of the great importance attaching to any discussion of the 
industry'~ labour force we feel that the foregoing can usefully be amplified 
by further facts and figures. We therefore reprint as Appendix B a memo
randum prepared for us during our deliberations by the Cotton Board 
staff. 

VII. RESEARCH 
31. We have given close consideration to the subject of research. There 

can be no room for do11bt that unless the industry can achieve the gr:!'Ltest 
possihle extension of the scope of research into its products and processes 
and unless it succeeds in absorbing and applying the findings and dis
coveries of research, it will fall behind its competitors in other parts of the 
world. This country no longer has any monopolies or unique advantages. 
Elsewhere in the world the pursuit and· application of resench go on 
apace. Our aim' must be to equal and, if possible, surpass the achievements 
of all rival textile industries. 

We attach the greatest importonce to this matter. Much can no doubt 
be done by encouragement from the Government, by the aid and stimulus 
which research under Government direction can give to our own work, 
and by Government financial support directly or by relief from taxation. 
All of this we hope will be forthcon:Ung. But it is clear that the outlook 
and actions of those concerned in the industry will dictate the ultimate 
results in this field, and we wish to ploce special emphasis on this fact. 
The .large firm has obviously ad\•antages in this matter. since it can more 
read1ly alford to employ men of real scientific attainments in development 
work b_y which the fruits of fundamental and general research arc applied 
to particular processes and products, and this is a factor which cannor be 
disregarded in a period of exceptional technical development such ~s 
certainly seems to lie ahead. . 

· '!'e reprint a~ Appendix C. a memorandum to which we gove approval 
durmg our meet!Ugs, and we earnestly direct the att<;ntion of the industry 
to that docum~nt and ~d.eed to the wh?le subject. The post-war Cotton 
Board shou!d, 10 our o~m~on, do.everything in its power to further research 
an.d to ~s1st every urut 1n the mdustry to secure the fullest access to its 
frutts. ' 
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VIII. DECONCENTRATION. 

32. We. have devoted much time and thought to the qu:stion of 
decoocentratloll; It is a problem entirely without precedents. Open 
pledges were gtven by the Government when concentration took place 
that closed firms should have every possible assistance in re-opening after 
the war. . 
. The policy of concentration was introduced by the Government early 
tn 1941 to release labour for the Services and munition factories and to 
provide factory space either for the production of munitions or for the 
storage of essential commodities. In the moin, therefore the criteria 
which determined whether a mill should run or close were its' geographical 
position or the type of its production and not its efficiency or its peace-time 
value to the industry. In these circumstances many mills of undoubted 
efficiency and occupying under normal conditions ao important place in the 
structure of the industry were inevitably compelled to close. 

33.. The running firms, the Cotton Board and all the trade o~sations 
share a full sense of responsibility towards the closed firms, wbo;e painful 
sacrifices in the interests of the effective prosecution of the war entitle them 
now to every consideration. The difficulties l.tkely to be encountered in 
deconcentration are severe in the extreme, and they vary so much from 
case to case that the best of schemes will leave a great deal to be desired. 
It js to be feared that it will prove impos•ihle to elintinate ano!IIl'Jies and 
hardships altogether. We have consulted the trade organisations in the 
course of our deliberations and we have also conferred with official< of the 
Board of Trade. Our views and recommendations may be summartsed 
by soying that we envisage several separate schemes for decoocentration 
and winding-up c.f the ('..are and Maintenance Funds-one scheme for each 
section of the industry. Each scheme should be worked out by the Cotton 
Board, in consultation with experts from the section concerned, in accordance 
with broad principles approved by the Board of Trade after consider:otion 
of our report. The variation in the circumstances from one section to 
•another may make it necessary that the schemes should be different in 
several respects. In the following paragraphs we review the main features 
of the problem and indicate the broad principles which we think should 
govern the plans for re-opening. 

34. There arc two distinct sides to the problem :-
(1) the procedure which should be evolved for the restarting of mills; 
(2) the arrangements which should be made in regard to Care and Maintenance 

during the process of deconcentration until the final winding up of the 
Funds contributed by the running firms. 

35. As regards the restarting of the mills, we recognise a general 
disposition to look to some particular rime when all closed mills will be 
given permission to re-open. · 

We have considered vorious alternative ideas but all are open to grave 
objection on the grounds of equity between one firm and another. We 
have reached the conclusion that the baste idea of fixing a date, section by 
section, when all closed mills should have permission to re-open, ought to 
be appro\·ed by the Government. . 

The main task is to prepare plans to come into operation when, in 
the opinion ol the competent authodties, such a time has arrived. Before 
that date there may well be an inrertm period when some only of the mills 
now closed may have to be re-opened and dur!n~ whi."h ~y of the con
ditions prevailing at present w1ll apply. This mtertm per1od may well 
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begin before the war actually ends, and duri~g it the oper~tive factor in the 
re-opening of mills will-be the need to meet mcreased ~:rvtce, home mar~et 
or overseas demands as for example the essential requirements of countries 
released from enemy occupation. During this interim period, type of 
production may therefore mainly deter~~·· t~e order of re-.opening of an 
•ppropriate number of mills and the deciSion m each case will have to rest 
with the C.otton Control. 

36. At the end of this interim period a general re-opening of mills 
should be permitted. Since it seems probab!e that there may then be 
available only a port of the labour force whtch the mdustry possessed 
at the beginning of the war the b~lding up of an adequate co~ple!T'ent 
of labour is likelv to present the btggest problem to the, rrulls which have 
been closed. Different firms will experience varying degrees of difficulty. 
It must be assumed, however, th.r positive direction of labour will n~ither 
be practicable nor desirable in this post-war phase. How far the Essential 
Work Order is likely to remain in operation is not at present clear, but if 
it continues for some time in its present form we suggest that operatives 
desirous of moving from one mill to anot.'>cr or from other industries to the 
cotton industry should automatically be given permis~ion to do so by the 
National Service Officer. This would remove any impediment to the return 
to their former mills of workpeople who had left closed mills to undertake 
work in nucleus mills. 

The suggestion has been _made tfut the running mills should either be 
prevented or discouraged from taking on new labour for a period in order 
to give the closed mills an increased opportunity of building up their labour 
force. Such a procedure, however, might involve a diminution in the current 
output of the industry, which the Government has expressly said must not 
result from any scheme of deconcentration. The running mills will certainly 
lose some of their workpeople, who will desire to return to the closed mills 
at which they had previously worked, and if some of their former work
people, being demobilised, are disposed to return to them it would create 
much difficulty if an attempt were made to place a ban on their employment. 
All things considered, therefore, it seems that any restrictions at all on the 
movement of labour are inadvisable. It seems preferable to confine offidal 
action to removing as far as possible whatever obstacles may exist to the 
rapid expansion of the activity of the industry in general and to leave to 
individual effort the acn.al task of getting the mills restarted. 

37.' We do not fail to realise that heavy costs may be incurred by the 
closed mills in re-opening. Machinery which has been standing idle for a 
long period, even though carefully maintained, will require repair and 
readjustment before it can be brought into operation. In the accumulation 
of a. labour force workpeople wi~ have to be e~gaged and paid wages, 
posstb!y for weeks before production actually be~~ns. These are hardships 
of which acc<;>unt should be taken 1n the provmons for winding up the 
Care and Mamtenance Funds. There is a further matter which is not 
strictly speaking, an expense which ought to be borne by the Care and 
Maintenance F~ds but which will have a bearing upon the date when the 
mills concerned \can restart. This is the release from requisition of mills 
at rresent '?"cupt~d for ~torage and other purposes byGovernmentdepatt
ments, parucularl)\ weavmg sheds, and the replacement therein of machinery 
which has been teP,porarily removed or stacked. 

We do not think any plans could be formulated which would take 
account of all possih!e variations of circumstances and experience in this 
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connection. It is felt that the Government should give a general instruction 
to all depar~~ents to release space in the industry's premises immediately 
and that mdiv1dual firms should be left to make detailed arrangements with 
the department concerned. · 

38~ In considering the winding up of"the Care and Maintenance Funds 
it must be remembered that these are not at present based upon any legal 
ag_ree~ent enforceable at l_a~. When nucleus status was granted to running 

- lilllls It was made a condition that they should contribute to the Care and 
Main.te~nce Funds administere~ by the Cotton Board for the purpose of 
providing for the Care and Mamtenance of closed mills and it was under
stood that failure to carry out this requirement might result in the loss of 
nucleus status. It is nowhere questioned th;ot obligations of honour and 
equity demand something more than Care and Maintenance up to the date 
when general re-opening of closed mills is permitted, but for due order 
and administration it is essential to create a legal liability on the part of the 
running mills to implement the acknowledged moral obligation and to 
measure it in terms of money. . 

We therefore consider that for. each Care and Maintenance scheme 
there should be drawn up before the procedure of deconcentration starts 
an agreement to be entered into by all participants in the schemes, whethe~ 
running or closed, in which the running firms will undertake to contribute 
to the Fund the amount necessary to pay to the closed firms maintenance 
at the present rates up to the date when the general re-opening of mills is 
permitted and thereafter either at full or a reduced rate for certain specified 
periods, while the signature of the closed firms will carry their acceptance 
of the terms. ' 

39. In the case of mills which re-open by special permission of the 
Cotton Control during the interim period before the general date of re
opening, we think it is quite impossible to make a general rule. They will 
have an advantage over the remaining closed mills and they will still be at 
a disadvantage compared with the mills which have been running throughout. 
We see no alternative but to empower the Cotton Board to take each case 
on its merits and fix a date for the cessation of maintenance payments and, 
where appropriate, for payment of contributions. 
_ In the case of all firms affected by the general re-opening date, the 
sectional schemes would lay down a specified period during which they· 
would continue to receive payments out of the Care and Maintenance 
Funds, to compensate them for the heavy costs involved in re-opening. 

40. We have considered whether or not the duration of the payments 
should be affected by the degree of success achieved by any mill in re
starting production. However desirable it might appear to be to insert a 
provision that maintenance should continue until such time as the mill 
shall have achieved production equal to the average of other running mills, 
in practice a provi~ion of. t?at k!nd would lead to so much dis_pute upon 
facts as to make It· admuustritJvely unworkable. The question would 
inevitably arise whether the failure of a particular mill to secure labour or 
to achieve a certain standard of production within the given time was due 
to inefficient management, to lack of energy and drive, or to circumstances 
b~yond the control of the management. Similarly a mill might, by energy, 
initiative or simply by good luck, secure the necessary labour force and get 
l.itto production in ~ exception_aJ!y short time, but it wo~d not, in the 
opinion of the Conuruttee, be desirable on that account to restnct the amount 
which the mill was to receive from the Care and Maintenance Fund. To 
do so would be to penalise initiative. · 
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It is therefore recommended that the periods should be fixed 
in terms of so many months from the date of general re-opening as 

' announced by the competent authorities, and whilst some variation 
may be justified by the particular circumstanc~ of t_he several sections 
of the industry we feel that as a· general gwde matntenan~e paymen~s 
should be ·continued from the date of general re-operung for SIX 

months at the full rate and for a further twelve months at half rate. Before 
the schemes are actually entered into by the participating firms it will be 
necessary for the Cotton Board to secure the sanction of the Government 
so that the contributions to the Fund until it is wound up shall continue 
to be treated as trade expenses even though the recipients will use the amounts 
paid to them not for '?'re ~nd maintenanc~ but to cover the costs and the. 
mevitable losses of thetr remstatement period. 

41. It is clearly necessary to make provision for the contingency that 
some closed mills may decide not to re-open, although nothing in any of 
the schemes should be so framed as to constitute pressure to that effect. 
In our opinion the Cotton Board should be authorised, under ~uitable 
conditions, to pay a lump sum to owners who decide not to re-open their 
mills. Each sectional scheme should indicate the magnitude of this lump 
sum compared with the monthly payments to re-opening firms. 

42, Another contingency to be borne in mind is that some mill which 
was left running under the concentration scheme may not, in the opinion 

' ofits owners, be a satisfactory proposition to run after the war. The owners 
could scarcely be expected to continue to pay contributions into the Fund 
for the period required by the scheme if they close their plant permanently. 

43. We doubt whether it is at all likely that new units for spinning, 
weaving or finishing could be erected, equipped and staffed during the 
period envisaged for deconcentration and winding up of Care and Main
tenance Funds. 

It would be manifestly inequitable to either closed or running mills for 
new units tn be allowed to compete with them during this period without 
having to bear the burdens which they will shoulder. 

We consider without prejudice to final decisions on the admittedly 
difficult question of new entrants, that the Government should give an 
assurance to the Cotton Board that no building or machinery licences will 
be given to firms proposing to engage in any of the processes covered by 
the Cotton Industry Act without prior consultation with the Cotton Board 
with a view to some equitable arrangement being arrived at. ' 

IX. TAXATION AND EFFICIENCY 

44. We have alr~y referred to the importance of re-equipment, 
replacement and repatrs and of a constant process of modernisation of 
plant. We wish to draw the particular attention of the Board of Trade to 
th~ importance of secur!ng such alter•tions o~ taxation law and practice as 
will, enable the cotton mdustry to use for this purpose the profits it will 
undoubtedly be able to earn in the immediat~ post-war phase. 

The policy in war-time is presumably that no business shall improve its 
financial position by reason of or during the war. The Standard Profits for 
Excess Profits Tax, however, are purely arbitrary in their incidence: 
Businesses of the some size ond the same nature may have widely dilferent 
standards. Then. when E.P.T. has been paid the remaining /rofit goes 
half to the State m the form of Income Tax at I Os. in the £ an out of the 
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half th~t is left the bus.iness ~ to find the cost of War Damage Iosurance, 
the cost of all expendt~ure wluch has been necessarily incurred but is not 
allowable as a deductwn from profits for taxation purposes and some 
return to the shareholders for the use of their capital. Then if anything is 
left It goes to reserve to strengthen the business. 

In e!fect the Sta~e is a partner in every business, but, unlike a good 
pa~tner It draws out Its share of the profits (usually more than half) in cash 
qwte regardless of the future requirements of the business. It will thus 
b~ s7en tha~ the position from a post-wor point of view is made about as 
clilf.c~t as It possthly can be. In war-time this state of affairs may well be 
unavotdable, but the consequences for industry should be fuUy recognised. 

45. It is clear, therefore, that some alleviation of the taxation burden 
sh?uld be ~ttempted at the. earliest possible moment. The first step which 
rrught obvtously be taken is in regard to E.P.T •. Inequitable in its incidence, 
as ~~ been pointed out, E.P.T. ov:es its present form and magnitude to 
poliucal ~ther than revenue considera_tions. The lapse of time since its 
mtroducuon, however, has been >"UffiClent ro reveal its consequences and 
to permit a more objective view to be taken of them. A decrease in the 
rate o~ a considerable increase in the present amount of the post-war repay
ment-which in any'event should be placed beyond doubt-would not be 
likely to evoke opposition from any quarter to-day and should be effected 
at the first opportunity. 

. -
46. In regard to Income Tax, the position is more difficult. It seems 

inevitable that a high level of taxation will prevail for some years after the 
war. This will mean that the level of the reservoir of capital from which 
industry has drawn to meet its requirements in the past will be considerably 
lower. Industry, therefore, will be compelled to rely upon its own 
undistributed profits for the provision of finance and they will clearly 
themselveS be seriously diminished by high rates of taxation. 

In these circumstances some substantial change in the present scheme 
of taxation is called for if Income Tax is not to prevent industry from 
maintaining ordinarY efficiency. In the case of an individual there is 
already some discrimination in favour of earned, as distinot from unearned, 
income. If this principle were extended to all profits resulting from 
business, whether in the hands of an individual or a Company, it would 
materially assist in the maintenance and development of enterprise. It is 
suggested that the most practical way of giving effect to this would be, not 
by exempting any proportion of such profits from taxation, but by charging 
all profits assessed under Case I of Schedule "D," at a preferential or lower 
rate than the Standard Rate. This would not interfere with the practice of 
collecting tax at the source. A Company, when paying out Interest, 
Dividends, Royalties or other sums subject to deduction of tax, would 
make such deductions at the full Standard Rate, and would be required to 
account to the Revenue for the differential amount within a specified time. 
In the cases of businesses carried on by individuals or by Companies where 
Directors have a controlling interest the necessary · safeguards against 
abuse should not be difficult to devise. The adoption of this method 
would ensure that only such profits as are retained in business would 
receive the preferential treatment desired. 

A further improvement in the position would be secured by the 
adoption of a uniformly liberal atti~de ?f t_he ~evenue authori~es to ~e 

·question of obsolescence. A trend m this direction has been noticeable m 
recent years, but· the general adoption of a generous procedure would 
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clearly encourage the pursuit of the most advanced practice in the technical 
equipment of mills and factories. The Inland Revenue could reasortably 
be asked to produce a code of interpretation and practice which would 
lead to the (>rocedure suggested. · 

47. We strongly urge ~e President ?f the :tloard. o~ Trade t~ sec':lre the 
adoption by the Government ?f ~ policy of mo:ltfymg ta~atton 10 the 
interests of sustained moderrusatton of the eqwpment of mdustry as a 
whole. If our suggestions can be improved upon by the Government 
experts so mut:h the better. We should like also to see expenditu~ on 
research fully relieved of taxation. 

In our opinion capital will be forthcoming in amounts fully adequate 
for the re-equipment of the cotton industry if the Gov:ernment ~pproves 
the policy for the industry recommended m o~her sectto~ of this report 
and at the same time makes the law and pracuco of .taxation conform to 
the principles inherent in the suggestion made in this section. · 

X. PRI~E .MANAGEMENT 

48. The key feature of the Cotton Industry (Reorganisation Act), 1939, 
was that it made possible for the industry the pursuit of a policy of ~a~aged 
prices, by providing for the statutory enforcement of schemes for mtru!l'um 
prices or margins.· Price management is likewise a key feature o: our 
report, since we believe there is no other policy by whi~ the c~>tto!l 
industry can be restored after the war to the state of effictency which 1s 
essential in the national interest, as it is for the provision of reasonable 
wages and good working conditions for the workpeople and for a fair 
return on the capital engaged. Almost every other part of our report is 
dependent upon this one ; we see no prospect of implementing the plans 
and hopes implicit in the report as a whole unless this part is made possible 
of achievement. 

The Bill of 1939 and particularly this element in it, was framed after pro
longed debates within the 1:rade which resulted in impressive majorities for 
the policy. The Board of Trade, being satisfied. tabled the Bill. Parliament 
considered the matter exhaustively and passed the Act. When war broke 
. out the operation of the Act was suspended and Government control was 
introduced. But, under control, the industry has learned a great deal 
about centrally managed prices, and the producing sections are more .than 
ever convinced about the system as the foundation of any plan of reorgani-
sation and reconstruction. · 

Accordingly we recommend that before the existing price control 
!lDder the Defence of the Realm Regulations is allowed to expire, there 
should be brought into existence statutory powers to permit the operation 
of a system of price management by a combination of central and sectional 
functions subject to necessary supervision by suitable agencies of the 
Government. 

49. It is now generally recognised that maximum prices will have to 
be widely imposed to assist in protecting the country as a whole against the 
grave dangers of a far-reaching inflationary trend which would otherwise 
become inevitable owing to world-wide shortage of goods. But minimum 
prices and central price management policies meet with a certain amount of 
criti~m which, when ~t co!l'es fro~ responsible and experienced people, 
ments an answer. It 1S satd, for mstance, that for some time to come 
demand will so far exceed supply that maximum prices alone will be of 
any practical importance and therefore that it is unnecessary for the cotton 
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indus~ry to raise the .poss.ib~y ~ontentious point of minimum prices. The 
reply IS that we consider It mdispensable to success to give the industry at 
least a ~ve-year mandate for ~econstruction (of course with continuation 
beyond ·if approved and sa!)ctloned). Even if it were true that minimum 
pnces wo.uld never have great importance during the five-year period the 
fact renw.ns t~t producers cannot and would not take the steps we want 
them to t.ake ~ the firs~ an~ second years unless they know that the price 
syster:n will be m operation m the fourth and fifth years. Critics raise, also, 
a ser1es. of ~ell-kno~n. argum~nts ~gainst minimum prices fixed by pr<r 
ducers m trade a.ssocutlons, ~nce rmgs and cartels, including such points 
"'? the perpetuation of. the high-cost producers, the protection of ineffi
cteno/ and the lack of st.tmulus to progressive and competitive development, 
tec?ffically or commercially. ~e.do not by any means belittle the genuine 
we1ght of these arguments but It IS our contention tl!at they are adequately 
met by the reply we make. This is to the effect that very grave disadvan
tages to the national interest will ensue from a failure to re-establish the 
cotton industry in a sound and progressively efficient condition and tl!at 
the possibilities of evil consequences ensuil1g from a system of price 
management embracing miuimum prices can be diminished almost tq the 
point of elimination by suitable checks and safeguards. 

50. The reasons why we feel the system to be indispensably necessary 
are well understood in Lancashire and have been fully explained previously 
to the Board. of Trade, but it may be helpful if we briefly recapitulate 
them. in this report. The industry is horizontally organised and four or 
five prices are quoted at the different stages of production and accepted 
before, for example, an overseas order for finished piece goods is. finally 
booked. The spinner when pricing his yarn has no knowledge of its 
ultimate destination in the form of finished cloth. Throughout the past 
twenty years the industty has suffered from contracting export outlets and 

· excess productive capacity. In the horizontally organised Lancashire 
industry, with its very numerous separate units at each stage of production 
it has been impossible for any of the interested parties to know for certain 
at what point it would or would not pay the industry as' a whole to accept 
a certain price. Consequently, throughout the long period of contraction 
the buyer at each horizontal stage has thpught it essential to drive his 
supplier down in price, in the hope of thereby making his P?Siti~n as a 
seller in the next stage so much the stronger and thus preservmg his own 
volume of trade against his domestic competitors. The result has b~en 
innumerable orders booked at a loss. Another result has been a far-reaching 
practice of debasing standards of quality in a constant endeavow; to meet 
or undercut a price. It might be argued that at least this must have made 
our export prices lower than they would otherwise have been. That may 
be so but tlie fact is tl!at it made many prices lower than they needed to be 
to g;t the business and robbe~ Lancashire ~f the resources ~sential to 
equip herself to co11_1pete. effectlv~ly where pnce was. th<: real Issue. The 
trade in 1939 was enurely m the gnp of the trends to which It had succumbed. 
Weak selling was endemic. With everybody in the trade saturated by 
·memories of that state of affairs there is in our opinion no prospect of 
progressive policies being set in motion during the period of J¥gh prices 
unless all concerned know tl!at there will be price management when and 
if demand dies away. Given that knowledge, we believe hundreds of 
firms--and it is an aspect of the matter which must never be forgotten 
that literally hundreds of firms are involved-;-will see th~t their future 
depends on re~equipmen~, research, . amalganutlons, m~tual arrangeme':'ts 
with firms in other honzontal sections for • all of which, w1thout pr1ce 
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management, there is neither the incentive nor the essential basis for 
negotiation. 

51. As we wish to-avoid lengthening our report unduly we say no more 
on this point, feeling sure. that we a;; a commit~ee or the present Cotton 
Board will be able to amplify the subJect as occasiOn may render necessary. 
But we must make a few similarly brief observations about the alleged 
disadvantages of price managc;~ent. We: 0ll'k it ~ke~ a very. great 
difference to the whole proposition when It ~ borne I_O mmd that. 10 any 
event in order to administer a system of maxunum prtces there will have 
to be some statutory bodies concerned with prices and some methods of 
cost and profit investigation will have to be operated, We also think that 
there will be other circumstances which will compel the Government to 
intervene on the price front, for example such presumably unavoidable 
things as organised plans for rehabilitation and reconstruction at home 
and abroad or measures in connection with the location of industry. We 
do not see price management in terms of groups of producers meeting in 
secret and fixing prices to protect the high-cost producer. On the contrary, 
arising out of Government supervision we envisage a constant pressure in 
the direction of greater efficiency and towards lower prices springing from 
efficiency and not from weak selling. 

52. Turning to the main features of the statutory powers which we 
hope to see established, we incline to the view that the Government will 
find it expedient, because of developments at large, to draft fresh legisla
tion rather than to reinstate the Act of 1939 which was passed at a time 
when the State was at no point concerning itself with prices. However, we
should prefer the reinstatement of the 1939 Act to nothing at all. Assuming 
new legislation, we look to a position in which price schemes could be 
promoted by sections of the industry or the post-war Cotton Board : 

' examined first by the Cotton Board and then by the Board of Trade or some 
national price authority set up for the purpose and 6nally approved subject 
to regular checks and investigations by competent and impartial experts. 
We assume that day-to-day supervision of the schemes would be part of the 
duties of the Cottpn Board. The powers should legally cover both minimum 
and maximum prices, but in any particular instance al any given time it 
should be determined on the facts whether the best results would be 
obtained· from maximum, minimum or fixed prices or a "price band." 
It is desirable to provide for flexibility to encourage competitive efficiency, 
and the lowest possible competitive price for overseas sales. The method 
of a "price band" is to be favoured in the interests of flexibility wherever it 
is possible to adopt it. The principle to govern the level of prices in the 
various schemes should be that of securing a reasonable rate of return in 
the long run to an efficient firm as determined by an investigation of the 
average results of a representative group of efficient concerns. 

Powers to authorise sales at less than minimum prices or below the 
bottom of a price band may be desirable in certain conditions such as 
(a) s~es to spc;cial markets ?r in particular lines, (b) temporary prices during 
the tntroductton of new lines or to encourage new uses, (c) disposal of 
stocks re')dered unsaleable at standard prices owing to changes in fashions, 
etc., (d) eucouragement of large-scale orders or types of construction the 
wide adoption of which is felt to be in the interests of the industry as a 
whole. Su~ pow~r.s s~ould make it cl~r that aut~orisations will be open 
equally to ai: parttctpattng firms ful6llmg the particular conditions. The 
powers should not be administered sectionally but by the Board as ·an 
tmparttal body and one moreover which would be concerned with making 
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eff7cti~e th~ ba;;ic policy involved, so that exceptions should not defeat th; -
?bJectlves m VIew and should contribute to the long term interests of the 
mdustry. • 

. We. shou~d expect the. Co~ ton Board a~d the national authority in 
discussmg pric;:e sch~mes With ~terested s~ons to give special attention 
to the proportion of profits set aside by the mterested firms for re-equipment 
and devetopment. · 

?3. We summaris~ the principles on which we think the post-war price 
policy of the cotton mdustry should be based as follows : 

(a) effective recognition equally by the Cotton Board and the sectional trade 
organisations of the competitive position of the industry as a producer of 
cotton goods for world markets ; 

(h) securing the greatest possible degree of stability of employment and output ; 
(c) secur!ng a r~onable rate of return, including reasonable wages and 

. working conditions for the workpeople. to an industry whose size is 
reasonable ill the light of long-term prospects. 

54. Finally, we desire to record our conviction that the adoption and 
ope~ation of a price management po~cy of the kind which we have briefly 
outlmed above can be made, as nothing else we have been able to conceive 
could be made, the basis of an effective reorganisation of the cotton 
industry. The interplay of the various incentives which would be inherent 
in the scheme would produce the results at which we aim and lead to a 
very significant increase in the competitive striking power of the industry. 

XI. DISTRIBUTION 
55. We have devoted much time at our meetings to discussing various 

aspects of the problem of distribution. We are all convinced of its great 
importance to any industry at any time and still more conscious of its 
outstanding importance to the cotton industry under the conditions which 
seem likely to prevail in the next five years. There will be, at any rate for 
a period, acute shortage of cotton goods and distribution will have to 
conform, against many real obstacles, to humanitarian and social con
siderations, to the needs of a much strained national and international 
economy and last, but n9~ least, to the orderly reconstruction of the pro
ducing sections of the industry. 

56~ We have very little to say by way of recommendations for Govern
ment action. We have already referred in dealing with the size of the 
industry to the numerical strength of the distribution section but no 
recommendation to the Government seemed to us to be necessary. We 
assume that during the period of shortage the Government will have to 
continue to share out supplies between the hpme market and the indi.vidual 
foreign markets. We hope this will be done with the minimum o_f rigidity 
of detail imposed from London : we feel that the best results will accrue 
if the Government tells the Cotton Board what broad objectives have to 
be achieved and if detail is left as largely as possible to the Cotton Board 
acting as is its invariable practice in close consultation with the expert 
bodies representing distributors. We further express the hope that the 
Government will show in all its decisions a genuine realisation of the 
immense importance to the ind_ustry of t~e maintenance of ~e distributive 
section in a prosperous _conditl~n and with _access t<;> supphes under con
ditions which will pennlt of skill and expenence bemg fully used for the 
industry's benefit. It seem• necessary to stress the essential character of 
the merchant-converter'• function. His skill determines the style and 
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quality of the goods which will best serve the infinitely variable needs of 
the numerous markets : his finance covers the goods between the cotton 
mill and the customer : he, not tqe manufacturer, bears the financial con
sequences of his decisions on style, qualities and quantities. This is some
thing different from and immensely more co~plex and difficult than ~erel_y 
buying and selling, though after "convertmg" the cotton goods m this 
way the merchant still has the task of selling-the function of distribution 
as such. The cotton industry depends on these services of the merchant
converter and distributor and we hope the Government will give the fullest 
weight to the desirability of main~g stre~gth and effi?ency in that 
section. Apart fro~ these observations, which . though unportant are 
admittedly general m character, we: do not find. It _necessary to ask for 
, action by the Government, except m a few special Instances to be men-
tioned later. · 

57. On the other hand, we are conscious of the. need for a good deal of 
action within the industry itself. During the period of shortage, selling 
will present no difficulty, but we feel that this period must be utilised to 
sharpen the selling weapon against the day when the industry's success 
will have to be won in the face of keen competition. The enterprise and 
skill of the Manchester merchant in the hey-day of the cotton industry were 
matters of world-wide recognition. We do not think the present-day 
merchants have lost any of their predecessors' skilL But we are very con
scious of the new conditions into which the industry and the world are 
moving. There are the new conditions regarding the producing sections 
referred to elsewhere in this report and nobody will question the imminence 
of change outside the industry's boundaries. These combined will . un
doubtedly necessitate substantial modifications and extensions of the 
established practices and techniques amongst the merchant-converters and' 
distributors. It is our hope that effective reactions to the new factors will 
be perfected in consultation with and by ccroperation of the merchant 
community during the first post-war phase when conditions will be in our 
favcur and so eD>ble us to spend effort and money on preparations for the 
subsequent phase. We have discussed the probable new factors and 
possible reactions at considerable length. To give only a few examples of 
questions debated at our meetings mention may be made of such matters 
as staple lines as an .aid to production economies : more intimate relation
ships between individual merchants and manufacturers : distributors and 
research : effect of managed prices for producers upon merchanting prac
tice : bulk supplies for rehabilitation or other national or international 
policy purposes : merchanting under conditions of Government anti
inflation price control : usefulness of a company like British Overseas 
Cotton~ Limited acting for the trade along agreed lines : the future, on a 
~hort v1ew and a long view, of the utility fabrics. We have not considered 
1t '.'ecessary to reach concrete and final conclusions at this stage on all such 
pomts. In many cases our decisions could only be made after decisions 
by our own and overseas Governments. We have had assurance of the 
strong desire of the merchant organisations to work with the Cotton Board 
"!'d the producers, in the most open-minded way in seeking the best solu
tiOns and we feel this joint effort should be emba;ked upon and put to the 
fullest test before other remedies are contemplated. . 

. . 
58. !"owever, vie feel that there are some decisions we ought to reccrd, 

for the ~o~uon o~ the Board of Trade and all sections of the industry, 
o~ cert.am poll'ts ~htrh can be determined now and need to be so deter
mtned if the essential first steps are to be taken in the hoped-for collabora
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tion. In our op!ffion . t~e available eyi~ence shows that owing to long 
r~ns and econotrues ans.mg from avoiding changes in construction staple 
lines could b~ produced In the cotton industry at considerably lower costs 
than .have hitherto b.een normal : that nothing could more effectively 
contribute to the policy of full employment which may well become a 
general objective : that it is feasible to frame suitable constructions of 
staple lines acceptable to makers, merchants and customers at least for 
certain types of goods : that only by experimental measure; can a satis
factory final judgment be_ reached :tnd that the post-war Cotton Board 
ought therefore to be put in a position to initiate such measures. We feel 
that the maximum economies over the industry as a whole will not be 
secured unless large orders in consistent volume are placed for identical 
constructions manufactured by numerous firms and having a· ready sale in 
many markets. If individual firms on their own initiative place large orders 
in consistent volume so much the better, but in case they do not staple 
lines should be established and encouraged in as many categories as may 
be found wise and practicable. Our view is that efforts should be made to 
establish them' by price differentiation rendered possible by economies in 
production, and by encouragement in a general way before any other 
procedure is• considered. 

59. After particularly thorough enquiry and discussion on the question 
of British Overseas Cottons Limited we reached the conclusion tha< when 
the transition phase is over and the industry has to face what will be its 
permanent post-war future it will be. most valuable for the industry to have 
a company of that general chiracter and purpose available so that its services 
may be called in as might then be found desirable.* We ask the Board of 
Trade to note this view and to be prepared to take any necessary action, 
at the right time, to enable . effect to be given to it. Being concerned with 
post-war issues, we did not consider it necessary to pronounce upon the 
Company's present activities as to which we had indications of strong 
support from the Federation of Master Cotton. Spinners' Ass<>?ations, 0e 
Cotton Spinners' and Manufacturers' AssoCiatiOn, the Uruted Textile 
Factory Workers' Association and the present Cotton Board whilst the 
Cotton and Rayon Merchants' Association and with one exception the 
Export Sections of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce felt its con
tinued existence not to be desirable. 

60. During the transition stage there will be many problems affecting 
the distribution section acutely. At present the volume of each firm's ' 
trade is almost entirely governed by export and utility allocations based on 
their share of the trade in some basic year. The allocation system was 
supported and indeed r~'Jueste~ by the mer~hant community_ because it 
achieved under war conditions the highest possible degree of eqwty between 
firm and firm. We are satisfied that during the war it also made possible 
as no other system could have done the efficient achievement of the necessary 
objects of Government policy. These two war-time merits do not, however, 
alter the fact that it leaves neither room nor reward for enterprise or 
exceptional skill. As a perm.anency it ~ould ~ve disastrous co~equ~nces 
on the efficiency of converting and distributing and we hope It will be 
demobilised by stages so that an ever-increasing proportion of supplies 
may be available to merchants on the merits of the services they can 
perform. . · 

61. We hope that the established firms in the converting and distri
buting business will be allowed to perform their proper functions in 

• Mr. Behrens, Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Symons and Mr limmern make the following 
reservation :-"lf such a company is found to be desirable, the necessary finances 
should be provided voluntarily and should not be derived from any compulsory 
levies or taxes." 1 
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any bulk transactions which may be necessary for . the. rehabilitation 
programme, and we consider that cotton and rayon text~es 10 the hands of 
the Government which may become surplus at any time from now .on 
should be handled through the same channels by arrangements wh1ch 

. ought to be made by the Cotton ~ontrol_and the Cotton Board_in consulta
tion with the expert representative bodies. We do not· cons1d_er Surplus 
Textiles Corporation Limited a suitable sole ~gency_ for handl10g cotton 
and rayon yams and piece goods and domestic texules. 

62. In other sections we have stressed the high importance of overcoming 
any tendency to resist change~ and it is to be hoped t~a~. th~ m'erc~nting 
community, rightly proud of 1ts record of extreme fl~bil!ty In reac~g t? 
the needs of markets stretching all over the world, will g1ve a lead 10 this 
matter. We do not doubt, from the assurances received, that they will do 
so even if change now has to be a development of a more organised 
character in co-operation with producers rather than an outcome of the 
purely individualistic ~ough most e!fective fl~xibility of previous. decades. 
We think 'We should direct the special attentiOn of the merchantmg com
munity to facts which they will find in Appendix A, which will dispel any 
easy optimism on the score of rapid enlargement of available supplies, and 
to the gravity of the problems to be overcome in the producing sections, 
the solution of, which will require the positive collaboration of the distri
butive section. 

XII. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

63. We have commented above on the special degree to which the 
totton industry stands to be affected by Government policy and action in 
·the matter of the terms of international trade. We have narurally con
sidered very carefully whether there were recommendations which we 
could make to the Government in this connection. A substantial export 
trade in cotton goods will be vital to success in an industry of the size we· 
contemplate : it is hard to see how the nation could do without it, for its 
loss would leave too large a gap to be filled by any imaginable new export 
trades. Undoubtedly the prospects of such a large export trade in cotton 
goods are almost wholly dependent upon the conditions established by the 
policy of our own and overseas governments. The British cotton industry 
will be able to secure a large share of world trade provided our exporters' 
efforts are not overwhelmed by huge exports from countries where labour 
costs. are so m_uch lower as to obliterate our powers of competition and 
prov1ded our goods are not barred out by prohibitive tariff barriers. We 

· find it difficult to say by what kind of trade agreements the Governrnt:nt 
coul~ best secure our trade against those two contingencies. It is clear 
tbat if the very low ~hour-cost countries are going to enjoy equal terms of 
ac~ss to markets : ~ they are going to expand their production, and if 
thelr.v:ages_ and conditions _are going to remain where they are whilst our 
con~tl.o~ 11Dprove as_ we Intend ~em to, only a limited export trade in 
specialitiC:S will remam to the British cotton industry after the world 
shortage~ overcome. We have no means of judging how far the Govern
men~ ~ reasonably hope to secure by . negotiation that those three 
poss1b1lit1es or some of them shall be modified or safeguarded. We can 
only make the alternative consequences plain. . 

I~ is worth ~cording, however! that any considerabl~ rise in the pur
cbasmg power ot low standard or Impoverished countries will be likely to 
benefit our export trade, immediately by stimulating demand for our 
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prod~c.tions, especially for our high-grade productions, and secondarily 
by ratsmg labour costs where they are at present too low. 

64. As to prohibitive tariffs, we trust these barriers will not 
arise again. It gives. us no ·anxiety to contemplate a moderate 
degree. of. protection in .. certain markets for types of goods which the 
co~!'trtes can ma~e. and }'TISh t~ produce. We have every confidence in the 
ab~ty of the Brmsh cotton mdustry to compete efficiently. With its 
~tvalled rang~ of pr?ducts it could su~ply th~ remaining needs of the 
different c?untrtes out~tde the range of thetr own mdustries. It is probably 
to be destred that this should rather be our aim than to invite further 
resistance by endeavouring to oust the domestic mills from the trade they 
can reasonably hope to hold. There may be many markets with which 
fairly satisfactory arrangements on these lines could eventually be made. ' 

65. We have, of course, considered suggestions which have been· 
publicly ventilated as to the possible helpfulness of agreements on quanti
tative lines. We conceive that in the transition stage, temporary arrange
ments on a quantitative basis may emerge through force of circumstances 
as the only way of coping with widespread shortage. Whether this will 
prove to be the case and whether, if so, the principle will or should outlive 
the transi~ion stage, we feel to be dependent on. the course of events which 
cannot be foreseen. We feel we need only say that our industry could fit 
itself into a picture of that kind if matters so developed. · · 

66. Our conclusion on this issue is that we cannot do more than make 
plain how the cotton industry would be affected by the different contin-. 
gencies and await events at home and abroad. Obviously other interests 
besides ours are deeply involved. Probably .our trade in the transition 
stage will be much the same whatever is done, since demand will exceed 
our output to which our own difficulties, particularly those of our labour 
supplies, will put a ceiling. It seems to us to be imperative that the 
Government should employ the time allowed by the transition stage to 
promote a lasting sol~tion of the pr?blem, and that mean!'hil~ the cotton 
industry should bend tts total energtes to the task of making ttsdf fit and 
ready for the most strenuous competitive efforts afterwards. Our report 
shows our intentions in this respect at every turn-we refer to the sections 
on re-equipment, research, improved labour arrangements, new distribution 

. techniques, staple lines, etc. We only wish to add that major exp.ort 
industries such as ours should at least have the benefit of regular consultation 
by the Government in the development of theil: policy as regards inter-
national trade. Otherwise we work in the dark. · 

Xill. CONO..USION 

67. In concluding our report we wish first to emphasise how in our 
bpinion circumstances make it imperative to re~ a go~d deal of elasticity 
in devising plans for industry after the war. I~ llll~ht strt~e some observers 
as desirable that those who speak for the maJor mdustrtes of the country 
should tell the Government exactly how many workers they plan to employ 
and precisely how they expect to r~quip their industry or attack the 
vitally important problem of securmg the largest posstble volume of 
exports. But all such figures and plans would be nothing more than 
guess-work. They mi~ht lend ~~ aspect of precisio~ to post-w.ar schemes 
but it would be spurtous preclSlon and only too likely to nuslead both 
government departments and those engaged in the industry who will 
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desire to frame their individual plans in accord with the true prospects 
for the industry as a whole. We consider th.a~ in ~s ~eport wi~ its 
appendices we have approached as nearly to preclSlon as IS Wise or des1rable 
at the present stage. For the consummation of our wider hopes, as ~stinct 
from the first concrete steps which we have recommended and which we 
deem to be practicable in the immediate f~ture, a. great deal depends ?n 
the energy, vision, courage, perseverance ":"d uruty of hundreds of In

dividuals in positions of responsib~ty in the mdustry. Much, also depc;nds 
inevitably. on the course of events 1n the world at large and on the actions 
of Government and the fortune, good or bad, which attends the combined 
national effort. In effect our prorosals if acted upon, would give the industry 
for the first time in its period o difficulty which began after the first world 
war, an effective central organisation placed in a positio!' to foster by 
executive action a plan of reconstruction and reform of wh1ch the broad 
lines had been laid down but of which the details remain to be determined 
in the light of developments yet to occur. Those who understand the 
cotton industry will realise best how much this report contains which is 
new and progressive, and will appreciate how it is capable of leading to 
further desirable recommendations once we are in possession of fuller 
knowledge as to government policy _and the probable course of world 
events. 

68. We have referred to the degree to wl:ich the achievement of the 
highest success depends on the actions of those actually engaged in the 
industry. This leads to the second of the two points we desire to make' 
in concluding our report. w~ think it is extremely material to the picture 
as a whole to place on record what we believe to be a fact, name! y that 
throughout the cotton industry to-day there is a keen desire to serve the 
nation well in the. challenging years which lie al!ead. The industry passed 
through fifteen years of intense difficulty before the present war began : 
during the war it has been called upon to make heavy sacrifices to the 
supreme end of maximising the war effort and it has had to meet a large 
n~ber of exacting <lernands _involving technical and production problems 
~therto unknown. The feeling now pervades the industry that the stage 
IS v:e~ .set for a strong; effort, of which the arduous character is fully realised, 
to lnltlate a new penod of prog.rc;ss and prosperity. Change is accepted 
more than ever before as a condition of success, and after the experiences 
of war-time, th~ different difficulties which peace will bring are being 
contemplated w1th enthusiasm tempered by realism and resolution. 

The outside observer may remember and rate too signilica~tly the 
pre-war y~rs w~en the cotton industry was often in the news and usually 
m connection w1th _some new o~ added difficulty. Such a view tends to 
lead to an under-estimate of the mdustry's assets and resources. No other 
country. possess":' a cotton. industry. with anything like the range of 
pr~d~Ctlve capacity. or techrucal experience which is found in Lancashire. 
This.IS the great bas1c asset on which we hope to see the industry's fortunes 
rebuilt by men who have learned much in a hard school. 
· · We earnestly hope the government will establish the desired conditions 
and, given that, we believe the industry can and will play its part effectively. 



APPENDIX A 

FACTS AND ESTIMATES 

CONCERNING THE COTTON INDUSTRY 

PREPARED BY THE COTTON BOARD 

STATISTICAL AND EcoNOMIC DEPARTMENT 

AS A BASIS FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF POST-WAR POLICY 

I. PRE-WAR TENDENCIES 

Central.-The years 1928-1938 preceding the war covered a trade 
cycle during whlch world production of cotton goods, after falling to a 
minimum in 1931 about I 0 per cent below the 1928 level, achieved a peak 
in 1937 about 20 per cent above the 1928 level. While production recovered 
in this way many countries increasingly supplied their own wants and there 
was no corresponding recovery· in international trade in cotton goods, 
which at the end of the period was 30 per cent below the 1928 level. • 

This pre-war period was also one during which rayon made very rapid 
progress, production of rayon yarn amounting to nearly 16 per cent of 
world production of cotton yarn in 1938 compared with only 3 per cent 
ten years earlier. 
Table I. WORLD PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS 

1928. 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 

Production of Cotton Yarn (a) 
11,484 11,855 10,571 IO,o483 10,531 11,50~ 11,652 11,767 13,090 

Index of Production (1928= 100) 
100 103.2 92.0 91.3 91.7 IOD.l 101.5 102.5 114.0 

Exports of Cotton Piece Goods (b) 
1,880 1,949 1,470 1,221 1,375 1.3.02 1,375 1,403 1,418 

Index of Exports (1928= IOOJ 
100 103.7 78.2 64. 73.1 69.3 73.1 74.6 75.4 

Production of Rayon (c) 
filament Yarn 

361 434 451 500 515 664 773 941 1,023 
Staple Fibre 

7 6 8 20 28 52 I '!(I 298 
Total 

36i 44i 457 508 535 692 825 1,081 1,32i 
Rayon Production as % of Cotton Yarn Production 

3.2 3.7 4.3 4.8 5.1 6.0 7.0 9.2 10.1 

Mi/llon lb. 
1937 1938 

13,822 12,318 

120.4 1072 

1,507 1,276 

80.0 67.9 

1,199 990 

6i9 958 

1,8i8 1,9o48 

13.2 15.8 
Source. : 1"1 Estimated from world couon consumption accord In& to the New York Cotton Eltchan&•· 

b National acadstJa. (c) Rayon Orpnon (N•• York). 
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Cotton Piece Goods.-As the U.K. cotton industry was more dependent 
on exports than those of other countries, the general decline in export trade 
had a marked effect on U.K. production. In addition the U.K. share of 
the reduced volume of trade was further ~ed by competition from a 
lower cost producer, namely, Japan. · 

Table 2. COTION PIECE GOODS: ESTIMATED PRODUCTION AND 
EXPORTS OF PRINCIPAL COTION INDUSTRIES 

' 
Million square yards 

--Av. 1928-9 Av. 1937-8 
Exports Exports 

Prodn. Exports as% of Prodn. Exports as% of 
- Prodn. Prodn. 

United Kingdom . S,370 3.770 70.2 3,250 1,654 S0.9 
Continent 8.510 2,4 O(c) 28.2 7,S20 I,SOO(c) 20.0 
U.S.A. 7,780 S55 7.2 8,360 278 3.3 
Canada (a) 230 .. .. 230 s 2.2 
Brazil 690 .. .. 900 s .5 
China S90(a) .. .. 870(a) 64 7.3 
India (a) 2.110 147(b) 7.0 4,130 127(b) 3.1 
japan 3,430 1,60S 46.8 4,000 2,412 60.3 
U.S.S.R. 3,270(a) 8S 2.6 

I 
3,670(a) 200 S.4 .. 

Other Countries 750 - - "1,600 - -
World 32,730 8,562 26.2 34,530 6.245 18.1 

(a) linear yards. (b) By sea only and excludin& exporb to Burma. 
(d Includes lnt~rnal tl"lde. 

Sources: National statistics supplemented In the cue of production estimates by fia:ures of cotton 
cansumpdon. Statistics for wel&ht convarted to square yards at the rate of 4i square yards 
par lb. 

In 1928-9 the U.K. accounted for 44 per cent of world trade in cotton 
piece goods and in 1937.:S for only 25 per cent of a reduced volume'. The 
decline in U.K. exports to less than half their former level, was due in fact 
almost equally to Japanese competition and to the increase in local pro-
duction in the various markets. · 

In 1937-8 the various markets relied on foreign suppliers for 18 per 
cent of their requirements compared with 26 per cent ten years earlier ; 
more than 80 per cent of the world's consumption of cotton textiles was 
supplied by local industries. . . 

· Marhts.--One of the most striking features of the pre-war trend of 
U.K. export trade was the extent to which trade was becoming concentrated 
in markets where special advantages had been gained for U.K. goods by 
preferences, quotas and trade agreements. 

Table 3. U.K. EXPORTS OF COTION PIECE GOODS 
Million sq. yds. 

1909-
13(a) 1929 1931 1933 1935 1936 1937 1938 
Av. 

-Total 6,476 3,672 1,716 1,031 1,949 1,917 1,922 1,387 
India 2,507 1,374 390 486 S-43 416 356 293 
Dominions 382 340 258 . 384 389 405 450 390 
Quoca Colonies (b) 322 266 143 171 275 310 301 ISS 
Twelve Trade Agreement 

Courtries (c) S99 308 229 306 274 267 278 229 
All Other Countries 2,666 1,384 696 684 468 Sl7 537 319 

(•) Million linear r.rd1 • • 1 

(b/ The Brltbh Co onles In which quotas on lmporu of certain forelcn textiles were Imposed In 1934. 
(c Norway, Swed,•n, Denmark, Finland, Latvia. Lithuania, Yuco•lavla. Poland, Turkey, Arcentlna. 

Urucuay, Peru. The pr.-war ficure for tho present &rea of Turkey Ia approximate (190 million 
yarda). . 

Source : Unlced Klnccfom Trade Returns. 
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In. the Dominions an~ Colonies there were tariff preferences. In th~ 
Colo~es (except_ ~t Africa) and Australia imports from the chief foreign 

· suppliers were limited by quota. In Denmark the exchange control was 
?perated so as to giv~ a certain advantage to British trade. If India is 
mcluded where the tariff preferences and the quota on imports from Japan 
protected the U.K. against foreign imports, but not against the local 
mdustry, about three-quarters of !he U.K. export trade in cotton piece goods 
was protect~d to some extent. 

Yam and Thrtatl.'-A~ with cotton piece goods international trade in 
yarn and thread declined during the period under review, but largely owing 
to the decline .in continental trade the share of the U.K. was increased. 

Table 4. EXPORTS OF COTTON YARN FROM PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES 
Million lb. 

Av. 1928-9 Av. 1937-8 

United Kingdom 
· Continent (a) 
U.S.A. 
India 
japan 
China 
Total 

(a) Expora lndude lnurnal tnd .. 

168 
262 
28 
24 
38 
-46 

583 

SOurce : Naclonal Satlltla. 

141 
145 

9 
27 
47 
19 

387 

The Continent, and in patti~ Germany and Holland, provided the 
chief market for U.K. exports o,f cotton yarn. '!he fact ~t such a large 
proportion of our exports was going to mdustnal countnes su~gests that 
the development of local industries fosters the demand for spect~ _types of 
yarn. This is also reflected in the increased exports to the Domuuons and 
S. American countries. 

Table 5. EXPORTS OF COTTON YARN FROM U.K. 
Million lb. 

1928 1929 1937 1938 

Total 169.2 166.6 159.0 123.0 

Europe 122.6 117.2 104.5 81.3 
Germany 43.6 39.4 29.4 35.7 
Holland 33.5 32.2 23.7 10.5 
Other 45.5 45.6 51.i 35.1 

Empire 32.6 34.6 33.1 27.9 
India & Burma 21.7 21.4 7.4 5.3 
Australia 4.4 6.3 6.3 6.5-
Canada 1.8 1.7 4.8 3.6 
Eire .7 .7 5.7 6.2 
S. Africa 3.3 2.7 

S. America 6.4 6.5 14.4 9.2 
Argentina 2.1 2.8 5.9 4.2 
Uruguay 1.0 .9 3.3 2.6 
Other 3.3 2.8 5.2 2.4 

Other Countries 7.6 8.3 7.0 4.6 

Source: Unlc.d Klnadom Trade Returna. 
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The course of thread exports has also been slightly downwards but the 
trend is almost entirely dependent on the establishment of plants overseas. 

, 
Rayon.-The production of rayon in the U.K. has increased in recent 

years until in "1937-8 filament yarn amounted to about 10 per cent of cotton 
yarn production and staple fibre to about 3 per cent. · 

Table 6. PRODUCTION OF COTION AND RAYON YARN IN THE U.K. 
Million lb. 

Cotton Yam (a) Rayon Filament (b) Staple Fibre (b) 

1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 

1,324 
1,289 
1,047 
1,101 
1,118 
1,180 
1,201 
1,228 
1,310 
1,358 
1,050 

52 
53 
47 
53 
70 
80 
89 

112 
117 
120 
106 

3 
I 
I 
I 
2 
2 
9 

26 
33 
32 

Source: (a) Census of Production and Couon Consumption. (b) Rayon Orpnon. 

By comparisoh with Table I, it will be seen that the U.K. has always 
accounted for about I 0 per cent of world production of filament (as for 
cotton), but that she had not developed staple fibre to the same extent as 
certain other countries. In 1938, U.K. production of staple fibre was only 
3 per cent of world production. 

In pre-war days, 1937-8, nearly one-third of the staple fibre produced 
was exported as such, nearly two-thirds spun into yarn in the cotton 
industry and the remainder was presumably long staple fibre spun in the 
woollen industry. Of the filament production nearly 10 per cent was 
exported and again over half woven into cloth in the cotton industry and 
the remainder used mainly in the knit goods industry. 

The cotton industry is defined to include the spinning of staple fibre 
of less than 3 inch staple and to include the weaving of fabrics containing 
more than 85 per cent of cotton andfor rayon. 

Table 7. ANNUAL U.K. RAYON OUTPUT AND USE IN 1937-8 Million lb. 

Filament 
Production Ill 
Exporu 10 
Woven In cotton Industry 62 
Balance 41 

Staple Fibre 
Production 32 
Exporu 10 
Spun In cotton Industry 19 
Balance 3 

Source: Rayon Orpnon. U.K. Trade Returns, Census of Production. 
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Pit~t Good1.--0n the assumption that two-thirds of rayon production 
goe~ m_to woven cloths we can estimate world production of wholly rayon 
fa? r~c In 1937 at about S,<JO? nll!llon square yards of which about 700 
nullion ~quare yards entered Into mt~rnational trade. The trade was very 
largely In the hands of Japan, which country in 1937 exported about 
80 per cent of her production. 

Table 8. PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS OF WHOLLY RAYON PIECE 

United Kingdom 
U.S.A. 
Japan 
Continent 

of which France 
Germany 
Italy 

GOODS 1937 AND 1938 Million sq. yds. 

Production --Exports--
1937 1937 1938 

322 
947 
600 

1,800 

38 
17 

502(a) 
110 
40(a) 
26 
30 

31 
17 

398 
Ill 
52 
23 
31 

(a) lndudes a small quandcy of mlxturn. Source : National Stadlt.lca. 

The U.K. only exported at this time 12-13 per cent of her production 
and obviously had nothing like the predominant position she had in the 
cotton goods export trade. 

Markt/J.-U.K. exports of rayon piece goods were directed prc
dominarttly to British markets and in particular to Australia, New Zealand 
and S. Africa and to an even greater extent than the cotton goods export 
trade depended on preferential concessions. 

Table 9. EXPORTS OF WHOLLY RAYON 

Total 
Australia 
New Zealand 
S. Africa 
Canada 
Eire 
British West Africa 
British Wast Indies 
India a Burma 
Continent 

' S. America 
Other Countries 

(a) lncludlnl.knlued piece aoods. 

PIECE GOODS (a) FROM U.K. 
Million sq. yds. 

1937 1938 

38.5 
12.7 
4.5 
5.6 
2.3 
2.6 
3.3 
1.7 
.5 

2.7 
.2 

2.4 

J 

31.1 
6.6 
3.6 
6.1 
2.4 
2.7 
1.1 
1.9 
.7 

2.9 
.2 

2.9 
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SuJnHJary of U.K. Pre-war Position. 

The effect of the downward tendency in the U.K. cotton industry in 
recent years is summarised in the following table. 

Table 10 THE UNITED KINGDOM COTTON INDUSTRY 1912-1938 . 
1911° 1914 1930 1935 1936 1937 1938 

• 
Production million lbs. 
Cotton and Waste Yarn 1,983 1,395 1,047 1,228 1,310 1,358 1,050 

million sq. yds. . 
2,700 Cotton Piece Goods 8,050(b) 6,026 3,320 3,384 3,500 3,806 

Rayon Piece Goods (a) .. 20 180 380 400 482 426 

Exports million lbs. 
Cotton Yarn 244 163 137 142 151 159 123 

million sq. yds. 
Cotton Piece Goods 6,913(b) 4,444 2,407 1,948 1,917 1,922 1,386 
Per cent of Production 86 74 n 58 55 53 51 
Rayon ~Jece Goods .. 65 52 67 78 63 . . 
Plant (mid-year) million mule equi•olent (c) 
No. of spindles in place 61.4 63.3 63.2 48.2 46.9 44.1 42.1 

thousands 
No. of looms In place 786 792 700 530 515 505 495 

-
% of Plant •'!'ployed : 

Spindles .. 90 58 69 79 89 68 
Looms .. 80 54 74 80 83 62 

Employment . thousands 
Number employed (including 

711 614 480 448 455 460 365 Finishing Operatives) 
% Unemployed (d) .. 13.0 37.4 21.4 16.0 11!2 26.7 

(a) lnd&ldlnJ' dochs of rayon mixed with cotton ; woven only. (b) Million linear yards. 
(c) Countlnc a rincsplndle a equivalent to li mule spindles. 
(d) Cotton spinnlnr and weavlnc only. 

• 55+ hour worldnc week reduced to 48 In July, 1919, 
Sources: Production 4Jp to 1937, Censuses of Production. 

Export --tJ.K. Trade Recurns, 
Employment-(lncludlnc salaried workers). Up to 1937 Censu101 of Producclon. 
Plant ""'""'nternUlonal Cotton Sutiltla. 

The real significance of this decline in the size of the industry of a third 
within a quarter of a century lies in the corollary that at a time of contraction 
neither labour nor plant is renewed. The number of young people entering 
the industry fell from Zl,OOO per annum in 1925/7 to about 14,000 ten years 
later, a substantial proportion leaving again after only a short stay, while 

oin recent years the number of new spindles and looms has been very small 
and the number of new buildings negligible. 

It shonld be remembered, however,· that notwithstanding its decline 
the cotton industry was still before the war Britain's greatest manufacturing 
industry, and also her greatest export industry. It employed in 1937 about 

- 460,000 persons in spinning, weaving, finishing and subsidiary producing 
processes-more than were employed in any other comparable manufac
turing industry! and about two-thirds of the number employed in all 
branches of agnculture or in coalmining. Including those employed in the 
transport. and w~olesale distribution pf cotton and rayon textiles, the total 
engaged m the mdustry was well in excess of half a million. 
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ll. THE EFFECT OF WAR MEASURES 
(a) Alm~st every fact?r involving cestrictive measures· which the war 

evoke~ applied. to the orcu~stances of the cotton industry. Its raw 
matenal was Imported and consequently shipping difficulties meant 
restncUOr_L Factory sp~c.e was required in the relatively safe N. W. area 
and S? mills. were reqwsmoned. Labour was required for the war factories 
established 1n the area and so the industry was concentrated. 

_In the final res_ult ~e industry was concentrated to about 55 per cent 
of liS 193~ le-:el. As m. fact, h?wever, ~oncentration of the industry was 
only effecuve In Lancashire the mdustry m this area was reduced to 50 per 
cent of its 1937 level. 

Table 11. CONCENTRATION O.F THE U.K. COTTON INDUSTRY 

1937 IHl 
I 

Number Employed (a): Spinning & Doubling 
·United Kingdom 
Lancashire area 
Weaving 

United Kingdom 
Lancashire area 

Production of Yarn (Cotton, waste & spun rayon) 
million lbs. 

Production of Cloth (Cotton and rayon) 
million sq. yds. 

(a) lndudln& salaried work.n. 

186,000 
169,000 

206,000 
185,000 

1,375 

4,530 

108,000 
97,000 

104,000 
&4,000 

833 

2.280 

This concentration intensified the previous tendency of the industry to 
lose both operatives and machinery. The loss of machinery was checked 
by the compensation schemes and the discouragement of machinery exports 
so that the number of spindles in place fell only slightly from 42•1 million 
mule equivalent in 1938 to 39·0 million in 19'42, of which 14•6 million were 
in closed mills. The number of looms in place fell from 485,000 in 1938 
to 475,000 in 1942. The loss of Oferatives took place mainly in the lower 
age groups so that the percentage of operatives over 40 years of age em
ployed in the cotton industry rose to 42 per cent in 1942 compared with 
28 per cent in' 1931 and 17 per cent in 1911. 

Table I:Z. TREND OF PRODUCTION IN THE U.K. COTTON INDUSTRY 

Yarn --,Woven Goods--
(a) Spindles Looms(b) 

in in 
Cotton Waste Spun Rayon Cotton Rayon Mixtures Place Place 

-
-- million lb. -- - million sq. yds. - million thousond 

1937 1,234 124 17 4,047 322 161 44.1 505 
1938 1,000 100 .. 3,100 .. .. 42.1 495 
1939' 1,090 110 .. 3,400 .. .. 40.1 490 
1940 1,190 115 .. 2,680 .. .. 39.0 490 
1941 820 83 .. 2,890 .. .. 39.0 490 
1942 730 70 33 1,970 263 48 39.0 475 

o I inall 0 lnen. (a) (Mule Eq ulvalent) Couon apinnlnc spindles. (b) Exc:ludlnJ looms r 1 
~rce; Cenaus of Procluttlon (1937) and Couon Control Sutislia. 

r n I 

The decline in production cause_d by concentratio~ com~in<:d with the 
necessity to meet Government re~Ulfements. resulted ~a r!uonm~ ~~erne· 
for the output of the industry des1gned to direct yarn tnto essenuaf uses. 
As a consequence the export trade was sev~:rel¥ restricted and many foreign 
markets were ultimately abandoned, while m tl!e markets which were 
retained the volume and type of export were limited wherever supplies 
from the local industry or other sources. were forthcoruing. 
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Table 13. EXPORTS OF COTTON PIECE GOODS FROM THE U.K. 
Million sq. pls. 

1937 1938 1939 1941 

Australia 152 146 143 88 

New Zealand 36 27 36 34 

S. Africa 133 109 129 84. 

Canada 76 64 76 39 

British W. Africa 178 71 83 68 

Free French Africa 32 9 12 6 

Belgian Congo s 2 2 4 

U.S.A. 13 9 12 10 

Rhodesia 16 15 15 10 

British E. Africa 7 7 4 2 
Brlti~h W. Indies 34 27 30 9 

Eire 35 28 35 8 
India 323 273 197 6 
Ceylon 28 18 16 I 
Near & Middle East (a) 92 70 57 30 
Central & S. America (a) 275 m 211 (b)52 
Rest of accessible World Ill 66 70 10 
Total accessible Markets 1,546 1,118 1,128 461 
Inaccessible Markets : Europe 220 174 162 

Far East 155 94 103 24 
TOTAL 1,921 1,386 1,393 485 

(a) Exdudlnc small~countrla not shown. separately In U.K. Monthly Tnde Returns for 1941. 

(b) No .rlocatlon for 1943. 

Sourte: U.K. Trade Returns. 

(b) Compari1on wtth Other Cotton Industriu. . 
This war, like the last, has greatly stimulated the development of cotton 

industries in other countries, particularly where raw cotton is grown or is 
easily accessible. The absence of supplies from the U.K., Japan and. the 
Continent has encouraged local industries all over the world and has 
afforded great opportunities to those countries which normally did a small 
export trade such as India and Brazil. In addition a large volume of 
Government orders for military purposes has been placed in the countries 
more directly concerned in the war effort. In the case of the U.K. cotton 
industry these Government orders did not expand the industry (except for 
a short time) but were met by a reduction in civilian and export require
ments, through the instruments of civilian rationing and export licJ:nsing. 

Table 14. ACTIVITY OF PRINCIPAL COTTON INDUSTRIES 
Million sq. yds. 

Cotton Piece Goods 
Production ·Exports Imports Consumption 

1937 
U.K. 3.806(a) 1,921 50 1,935 
U.S.A. 9.321 236 147 9,232 
India* 5,548(b) 377 512(d) 5,683 
Canada 245 5 99 339 

1942 
U.K. 1,850(a) 485 12 1.377 
U.S.A. 12.000 410 11,600 
India S,tOO(b) 940(c) -(d) 4,860 
Canada 350 20 170 537 

(a) Exdudlnc mad«M.Jp (ODds. (b) Unear yardslncludlnr hand-loom production. CIYII dlsturbanceJreatly 
reduced production In the latter half or 19-U. Current production Ia at an annual rate of about 6,600 
sq. yds. per annum (c) By aea only ex Govt. (d) Net Jmporu • Local produc.clon exporu and 
lmpons for fiscal year 19l7J8. · ' 
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Table 15. EXPORTS OF COTTON PIECE GOODS FROM INDIA (BY SEA) 
Million yards 

Monthly H., Coy. s. Rhod .. Br.E. Other Nile"" Pal.,.. Aust,.... Other 
Averq:es Total Burma lara I on Africa ala Africa E. Africa Ia Sudan Emot tlno Iraq 1 ... Aden Arabia lla c•trlu 

1937!8• 20.1 7.8 2.4 2.2 .7 .4 1.1 .2 2.0 . ' .4 ,6 .2 .s .I 1.5 

1938/9 14.8 7.2 1.7 1.6 .s .3 .6 .I .3 ,3 .I .2 .3 .I 1.5 

1939/40 18.5 9.2 2.4 2.0 ,3 .6 .6 .4 .I '•I .2 .2 .3 .3 1.8 

1940/1 32.5 10.2 3.5 2.6 .6 5.6 ,5 1.8 .I .6 .5 .I .4 1.9 4.1 

1941/2 64.4 6.6 5.0 2.8 2.0 9.1 .2 3.5 1.6 4.9 2.0 .9 2.1 1.7 6.3 15.7 

1941 

1st Qtr. 88.4 1.0 . 1.5 3.0 3.1 .3 3.4 3.4 8.3 6.5 3.4 6.3 4~ 11.6 31.0 

2nd Qcr. 92.1 1.1 4.6 .9 10.9 1.6 9.3 5.0 5.9 7.5 8.2 7.7 2.3 2.6 11.9 12.6 

3rd Qtr. 70.5 3.9 3.9 .6 4.3 .s 3.9 3.1 1.3 ,7 8.4 8.4 5.0 3.4 8.5 14.6 

4th Qtr. 60.9 5.6 . 5.6 .2 4.0 1.1 2.3 2.9 2.1 1.3 9.9 1.7 3.1 2.0 10.2 8.9 

;;: 
• y..,.. endlna March 31. 

.. 
~ 
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Table 16. · 

Monthly 
Averqa• Total 

1937 .6 

1938 .2 

1939 1.6 

1940 3.3 

1941 7.7 

1942 21.1 

1942 

1st Qtr. • 16.8 

2nd Qtr. 24.5 

3rd Qtr. 21.8 

4th Qtr, 21.2 

EXPORTS OF COTTON PIECE GOODS FROM BRAZIL 

Yanez-
Ar•entlna Peraqu"ay Urupay Chile Colombia Peru Bolivie U!ll& Ecuador 

.3 - - - .I - - .I -
- - - - - - - .I -
1.3 .I - - ,I - - - -
2.7 .I - .I .I - .I .2 -
4.6 .2 - .2 .2 ,I ·! f.o ,I 

10.9 1.1 1.1 .8 .2 .2 .I 1.0 .2 
' 

8.5 .6 - .3 .2 .I .I 1.3 .2 

15.7 .8 3.2 .8 - .I .I .I .2 

11.9 1.5 .9 .9 .2 .2 - 1.3 .2 

6.9 1.6 .2 1.4 .2 .5 .3 1.4 .2 

• Bued on January and February. t PonuiUIIH Africa, French and Dutch Wesc lndlt~, Belalan Conco. 
(a) 1.000 quintals equals approximately I million aqua ... prds. 

000 quintals (a) 

' Other 
Panama S. Africa Countrlut 

- - .I 

- - .I 

...., . - .I 

- - -
- .7 .5 

.2 3,1 2.3 

1.4 4.1 

.2 1.7 
' 

1,6 

.3 3.1 1.3 

,2 6.0 2.3 



As U.S.A. only came into the war in December, 1941, it may still be some 
time, if ever, before civilian rationing comes into force. In India, while 
export licensing on some scale now exists it is doubtful whether any 
machinery for reducing civilian consumption could be introduced. For 
these reasons production has greatly expanded. Exports from India (by 
sea) to accessible countries were in 1942 about eight times their 1937 level. 
(fable IS.) 

The expansion of cotton industries in other countries has depended on 
whether they had a large import gap to fill or not. In S. America and 
Near East countries generally which were largely dependent on imports, 
local industries have increased their output by working double and treble 
shifts. Brazil and Mexico, which even in pre-war days supplied virtually 
all their own requirements have expanded their industries to the extent to 
which they have been able to expand their export trade. Mexico is exporting 
almost entirely to adjacent Central American countries, but Brazil (Table 16) 
is developing a world-wide trade. 

Table 17. COTTON PIECE GOODS : PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS OF· 
PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES 1937 AND 1942 

U.K. 
U.S.A. 
India 
Brazil 
Mexico 
Canada 
Other Accossll>le 

Countries (c), excl. 
Russia & Continent 

1937 
Production Exports 

3,806 
9,321 
5,548(b) 

900 
370 
245 

BOO 

1,921 
236 
120(a) 

7 

5 

Million sq. yds. 

1942 
Production Exports 

I,8SO 
12,000 
5,800(b) 
1,400 

soo 
3SO 

2,100 

4BS 
4SO 
940(a) 
250 

30 
20 

(a) Exports by sea. excludlnc Burma. (b) lncludlnc hand-loom production. 
(c) Perala Turkey Erypt and Near East, Central and S. America. Austnlla. Ttle production of these 

CO\Int~la In co'w has been estimated from conon consumption fl1ura published by the New York 
Cotton Exchan1e, It Is often dlffieult to make an estimate for lndlvldlt&l countrl• but ha the 
foUowln& cues reliable Information hat been obtained. 

PRODUCTION OF COTTON PIECE GOODS IN THE 
SMALLER COTTON INDUSTRIES 

Million sq. yds. 

1937 1942 

Argentina IS2 300 
Peru so 100 
Colombia 30 100 
Venezuela IS ~5 

Egypt 77 370 
Persia ISO 240 
Syria 50 
Palestine 3 36 
Australia 9 30 
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The increased output of local indusu1es has been achieved more by 
double and treble shift working than by increases in ~quipme~t. There 
bas been, however, a certain volume of exports of textile machinery from 
this country during the. war while the United States has also 
continued to export machinery and more recently has proposed to make 
heavy shipments of second-hand textile machinery from mills in the 
N orthem States. 

As to future developments the tendency is more and more towards the 
contin'!"l expansion of local mdustries in the cotton producing countries, 
where it is often felt that the development of a local industry is a more 
certain way of securing an outlet for locally grown cotton than reliance on 
cotton industries overseas. Thus the United States Government in pre-war 
days used to subsidise the export of raw cotton but later Changed its policy 
to subsidising the export of cotton goods. Similarly the Australian 
Government has for many years encouraged the production of raw cotton 

- and its consumption by the protected local industry. The war has inten
sified this tendency; The loss of European markets to the cotton growers 
ofEgypt,India.and South America lent further support to the development 
of local industries, and a very much larger proportion than in pre-war days 
of all these crops is now consumed locally. Even in the minor cotton 
growing areas suCh as South Africa and Rhodesia cotton spinning ~ been 
introduced while proposals have been put forward for the establishment 
of mills in British East Africa. 
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• ill. POST-WAR ESTIMATES OF TRADE (LONG-TERM) 
Esti~ates of the vol~me of post-war trade must necessarily depend on 

the penod under consideration and also oq the conditions which are 
expected to obtain then. . 

As _to the questi~n o~ the period, it is best in the first place to take a 
long VIeW:, _and to think m terms of a period some years hence when post-
war conditions may be regarded as stabilised. . 

Dealing first with the home market it may be supposed that conditions 
will then be such as to permit of a slight increase in consumption above the 
pre-war level. The pre-war level of home consumption is taken as the 
annual production of cotton and: rayon goods for final use in the home 
market~ the three years 1935-7 (in order to average out stock movements) 
and an mcrease of about 5 per cent .. is allowed on these figures. A co~sid
erable increase in the proport"on of rayon consumed is expected. In esti
mating the resulting demand oti the home industry allowance is made for 
imports at the pre-war level. 
Table 18. LONG· TERM ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL HOME MARKET REQUIREMENTS 

Yarn (million lb:) 
Spun Yarn 
Filament Yarn for Weaving 
Total . 

· of which Imports 

Av. 1935-37 

699(a) 
54 

753 
55 

Woven Goods (million sq. yds.) 
Cotton 1,820 
Rayon Piece Goods 260 
Mixtures 130 
Total 2,210 

of which Imports 104 
(a) Of w hlch 17 spun rayon. (b) Of which 85 1pun rayon. 

Post-war 

700(b) 
90 

790 
55 

1,570 
600 
130 

2,300 
104 

In estimating the export trade we are faced with the initial difficulty of 
assessing the basis of international trade in the post-war period. We can 
only make certain estimates within which all possibilities may reasonably 
fall. This we have done, and in the result we give three estimates formulated 
after much consultation with market experts. The first, Estimate (1) of 
Table 19, is based more or less on a maintenance of the status q~ so far as 
the basis for our overseas trade is concerned. The second, Estimate (2) 
assumes changes which will prove disadvantageous to our competitive 
position, and the third, Estimate (3), assumes a new state of affairs as 
favourable as the more optimistic of our consultants could p~dently regard 
as possible. The Cotton Board and its committee have had more detailed 
explanations market by market of the grounds for the three estimates 
submitted to them and the same information has been laid before the 
Board of Trade, but it is consider.!d inadvisable to repeat these in a public 
document, since they are necessarily extremely speculative. However, the. 
estimates serv'e their purpose as a basis for ealcu~ation, and it should be 
borne in mind by the general reader that this was the only purpose in view. 
To attempt serious forecasting in a situation of so much uncertainty would 
clearly have been most unwise. 
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Table 19 - ESTIMATE OF LONG-TERM ANNUAL U K EXPORTS 

Exports 
1936 1937 1938 

-Post-war -~~timates-
(I) (2) (3) 

••....•.••..•••• million sq. yds. • .•••••••••••... 
1.917 1,921 1,386 1 1,284 648 2,09o c otton Piece Goods 

million lbs .•..••••••.•••••••. 
Co tton ·Yarn 150.9 159.0 123.0 124 96 215 

1939 1941 1942 (I) (2) (3) 

. • . • • • • • • • • . . . . • . million sq. yds. • •••••••••••••.. 
Ralon Piece Goods ~f'N~ven) .. 38.1 63.0 96.2 I 70 23 130 

. In Table 20 the home trade and export requirements are summarised 
so as to show the total post-war demand on the spinning and weaving 
industries. In doing so account is taken of all the various products requiring 
yam from the spinning section and cloth from the weaving section and an 
allowance is made for estimated imports. 

Table 20. SUMMARY OF ESTIMATES OF POST-WAR TRADE 

Spun Yarn (million lb.) 
Home Market 
Exports : Cotton Piece Goods 

Rayon Piece Goods 
Mixture Piece Goods 
Other woven goods 
Yam 
Thread 
Other goods 

Total Requirements 

Less Imports 

Woven Goods (million sq. yds.) 
Home Market 

fORTY 

Exports : Cotton Piece Goods 
· Rayon Piece Goods · 

Mixture Piece Goods 
Other woven goods 

Total Requirements 

Less Imports 

1937 Post-war 

699(a) 
401 

3 
5 

30 
159 

16 
26 

1,339 

SS(a) 

2,210(a) 
1,921 

38 
42 

105 

(2) (3) 
_;_--700---

135 

(I) 

269 
9 
5 

31 
124 

16 
26 

'3 
'2 
17 
96 
16 
13 

436 
16 
7 

43 
215 

16 
40 

1,180 982 1,473 --. 
55---

--·-2,300--
1,284 648 

70 23 
40 20 

110 60 

. 2,090 
130. 
60 

ISO 

4,316 3,804 3,051 4,730 

104(a) 104 



IV .. POST-WAR ESTIMATES OF PLANT AND LABOUR 
REQUIREMENTS 

In es~ting ~e _post-war position, we will assume that the types of 
yarn reqwred are similar to those required in 1937, when 1,375 million Jbs. 
wer~ produc~d, _186,00.0 persons employed, and about 39 million mule 
eqwvalent spllllliDg spmdles would have been required at full-time pro-
duction on a single shift basis. • 

. 0~ t!J!s basis we can estimate plant and labour requirements of the 
~P=~ mdustty corresponding to the three post-war estimates of trade 
m Secuon m. . ,. 
Table 2.1. EmMATED POST-WAR PLANT AND LABOUR REQUIREMENTS 

· IN SPINNING & DOUBLING 

Estimate £stimate Estimate 
(I) • (2) (3) 

Spun Yarn Output ~million lb.) 1,125 927 1,418 
Number Employed a) (thousands) 152 125 192 
Spindles (b) (millions) 32 26 40 

I 

(a) lncludln& salaried wotkera. (b) Mule equivalent ap.lnnlnc spindl& 

In comparison with these ligures annual production of yarn, including 
staple fibre, now amounts to 833 million Jbs. and 108,000* persons are 
employed in spinning and doubling mills, while plant in place consists of 
24 million spindles in running mills and IS million in closed mills. 

Estimates for the weaving industry are based on cloth production in 
1937 of 4,530 million square yards, when 206,000 persons were employed, 
and it is estimated that 420,000 looms at full-time production would have 

. been required. 
Table 22. ESTIMATED POST-WAR PLANT AND LABOUR REQUIREMENTS · 

IN WEAVING 
------------~~~~-------------. 

Woven goods Output ~mllllon'sq. yds.) 
Number Employed (a) thousands) 
Looms thousands) 

Estimate. •£stimate 
(I) (2) 

3,700 
169 
344 

2,947 
134 
273 

(a) lndudln1 Alarled workers 

Estimate 
(3) 

4,626 
210 
429 

. ·Ar!.Dual production of cloth now amounts to 2,280 million square yards 
and 104,000* persons are employed in :weavi?g mills, while _plant insta~ed 
consists of315 thousand looms m runrung mills and 160,0001.0 closed nulls. 
' On Estimate (3) the total number of persons required by the spinnim~; 
and weaving industries would.. be 402,000 .. Th~ numbe_r of persons 
available, including unemployed, was 390,000 1.0 rrud-1939, JUS! before the 
outbreak of war. 

As ~o plant requirements, the numbe~ of spindles on Estimate (3) :wo?id 
be just about equal to the number now 1.0 place, so that all closed spmrung 
mills could·re-open but the number of looms in place appears to be some
what in excess of requirements. 

It is recognised, of course, tha~ chang~s in type o~ product or in pro
. duction per head may occur Within the mdustty which would affect the 
validity of these estimates, but as. these changes cann?t be foreseen pre
cisely the estimates have been retamed on the 1937 basis. 

• Numbers employed at the end of 19<41. Appendix "8" aNa later ficures showln& a sllaht dedlne 
In employment from the 1942 potltlon. 
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V. POST-WAR ESTIMATES OF TRADE (SHORT-TERM) 

A number of years is likely to elapse before the re-establi~hment of 
normal conditions and full competition as envisaged in the est1111ates set 
out in Section Ill. 

A close study has therefore been made of the short-term position pre
ceding the establishment of these conditions. The !=o'?mittee has J:>ad 
detailed figures showing th~ present ?utput of the_ spln11lng an~ weavtng 
sections of the industry and tts allocation to the vartous uses--Government 
use, home market -and export. Until the defeat of Germany one must 
reckon on no radical change either in the volume of output or in its distri
bution, but after that it may be supposed that production will increase and 
that at the same time Government demands will fall off, leading to a 
considerable increase in the production available for commercial purposes 
and for relief supplies to the liberated territories. 

The main influence retarding the increase in production will be the 
supply of labour, and without special measures it will probably prove 
impossible to increase this supply by more than one-third above the present 
level, and even this increase might take a considerable tinte to bring about. 
The change over to pre-war types of production will disturb initially the 
present balance of the industry, and unless it shonld happen that weaving 
capacity is expanded more rapidly than spinning capacity there will be a 
tendency for surpluses of yarn to be available for export. This tendency 
would also be strengthened if there should be a disproportionate increase 
n the output of filament rayon. On the supply side, therefore, it is 

reasonable to think of an over-all increase in output of about one-third and 
a tendency towards yarn surpluses as in pre-war days. 

Any forecast of the distribution of this output among uses is highly 
speculative, as one cannot say the rate at which military demands will fall 
off or the extent to which the Government will wish to or will be able to 
continue ~ favour of exports t~e present curtailment of home trade civilian 
consumption to almost one-third of normal. 

Account must also be taken of United Kingdom commitments for 
relief supplies to the liberated territories. Relief supplies for Europe alone 
in the form of garments and piece goods might be of the order of a year's 
normal pre-war trade with Europe, while in addition we would be expected 
to continue a substantial trade for reconstruction purposes. On balance 
the Committee was !ed to the view t~at while there might be a substantial 
quanttty of yarn available for export, tt would be some tinte before exports 
of piece go~ds fo~ c.o~erc~ purposes reached the 1938level of shipments. 
As there will be lflltlally a f?trly heavy commercial demand well in excess 
of this level it follows that a divisiqn of available supplies to export markets 
under Government supervision must continue. 
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APPENDIX B 

LABOUR IN .THE COTTON INDUSTRY 

I. THE PRESENT POSITION 

At October, 1943, there were 242,000 persons employed in all sections 
of the cotton industry, compared with about 387,000 in October, 1939. 
Detailed figures are given below. At this latter date there were also some 
50,000 operatives unemployed, so that the gross labour loss over the four 
years' period was about 195,000. Compared with the pre-war position the 
labour loss from deaths and retirements was affected by the smaller labour 
force working in the industry and some tendency to postpone normal 
retirement to help with the war effort ; against this, however, must be set 
a loss of married women dispJaced from closed mills during 1941-42 who 
have not subsequently entered nucleus mills. The pre-war loss by deaths 
and retirements was probably 6-7,000 a year, so that if we take a round 
figure of 5,000 a year since October, 1939, we reach the conclusion that 
labour transfers to the Forces and other industries total about 175,000. 
Probably 150,000 of these were from spinning, doubling and weaving and 
the rest from finishing. ' 

ESTIMATE OF NUMBER. EMPLOYED 

(OOOs) 

Av. Oi:t. Oct. 
1937 1939 1943 

Cotton Spinning 
M 72-2 61·9 34·2 Waste Spinning 

and Doubling F 113-9 105-9 70·3 

T 186·1 167-8 104·5 

Cotton and M 69·2 57-1 29-3 
Rayon Weaving F 136-4 107·3 71·4 

T 205-6 164·4 100·7 

(est.) 
Cotton and Rayon M 50·0 39-4 23·0 

Finishing F 17·0 15-5 14·0 

T 67·0 54·9 37·0 

Total M 191·4 158·4 86·5 
F 267-3 228-7 ISH 

T 458·7 387-1 242·2 
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Transfers have of course mainly taken place among younger workers, 
with the result that the average age of the labour force, already high ~ef?re 
the war, has risen still further. Figures are not availa~le ~or the finis~ng 
section, but reliable calculations can be made for the sp~g and weavmg 
sections. These show that fully 40 per cent of the operatives are now over 
40 years of age. At the other ~d of the scale only I 0 p_er cent are under 
18, compared with 17 per cent tn 1921 and 20 per ~ent tn 1911. . 

The calculations given below are based on detailed. censuses take_n tn 

October 1941 (spinning) and February, 1942 (doubling and weavmg). 
It is co~sidered that they make a f~ approxim_ation to recent age distri
bution. The Recruitment and Trammg Comnuttee of the Cotton Board 
hopes shortly to take a new census which will provide up-to-date figures. 

APPROXIMATE AGE DISTRIBUTION IN SPINNING, DOUBLING "AND WEAVING• 
DECEMBER, 1942 

OOO's 

Under Over 
18 18-24 25-29 30-34 35-40 40 Total 

Males 5·6 3·0 3-6 6·5 8·1 39·4 66·2 
Females 16·1 23-2 17·9 18·2 20·6 49·0 145·0 

Total No. 21·7 26-2 21·5 24·7 28-7 88·4 211·2 
% 10·3 12-4 IQ·2 11·7 13-6 41·8 100·0 

The decline in juvenile entrants, which has been going on for upwards 
of twenty years, is a disturbing feature of the present labour situation and 
one still more serious in its long term implications. Only a small part of 
the decline can be attributed to the lower birth rate of the inter-war years ; 
most of it arises from the failure of the industry to attract new entrants. 
In 1931 there were nearly 70,000 juveniles under 18 years of age in the 
spinning, doubling and weaving sections ; in 1942 there were less than 
22,000. Whereas school leavers were entering these sections at the rate 
of about 27,000 a year in 1925-27 the number had fallen to 14,000 a year in 
1935-37. Recent returns show that the number entering cotton in the five 
principal spinning towns in 1942 was 1,220 (21 per cent of all schoolleavers 
in these towns); if the experience of these towns is typical it suggests that 
the total yearly intake in the spinning, doubling and weaving sections as 
a whole has now fallen to 6-7,000. A further serious factor in the situation 
is that probably not less than 25 per cent of the juveniles who do enter 
the industry leave it before reachiqg the age of 18. · 

2. THE IMMEDIATE POST-WAR POSITION 
In the matter of filling vacancies, many of them arising from the 

high average age of the labour force, the Ministry of Labour have paid 
increasing attention to spinning, doubling and weaving since these sections 
were put on the vital war list in January, 1942, and more particularly since 
May, 1942, when it was first agreed that bulk transfers of former cotton 
workers should be made from munitions back to cotton. In this way the 
Ministry have filled 12,027 vacancies in spinning and doubling between 
May 25, 1942, and November II, 1943, and in weaving 5,577 vacancies 
between January I, 1943, (the first date from which records were kept) 
and Novemb~r II, _1943. Other workers not of registration age, especially 
women and Juveniles, have no doubt also entered the industry without 
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·passing through the Ministry of Labour offices, but even so the fact remains
that the Cotton Control returns show a decline in the total labour force 
over the same period. · From this it must be inferred that the intake so far 
bas been more than offset. ~y the losses. It may be, of course, th•t larger 
transf~rs back fro~ murutt?ns ~d other industries will yet increase the 
labour force, par-~cularly tn VIew of the recent registration of female 
~-cotton workers conducted bt the Ministry of Labour ; failing this · -
Jt would appear that the volume of labour employed in the industry 
at the end of the war will be less than it was at October, 1943. 

If that p~oves to be the case we shall then be substantially short of the 
la~o~ reqwred_ for any of the three long-term estimates made for the 
spln!llng, d~ubling and weaving sections on page 41 of Appendix A, the 
shortages betng at least 54,000 in the case of the lowest estimate and 197 000 
in the highest, as shown below. ' 

OOO's 

Section Estimate (I) Estimate (2) Estimate (3) Oct., 1943 

Spinning and 152 125 192 104-5 
Doubling 
Weaving 169 13-f 210 100·7 

Total 321' 259 402 205·2 

How soon and to what extent can we hope to build. up the labour force 
when war is over ? The following notes and observations ignore all 
questions of demand for cotton goods or of material supplies, it being 
assumed- that vacancies will exist. for all the workers corning available. 
The main considerations are :-
(a) Of the ·total labour transfers (including unemployed) from spinning, 

doubling and weaving after October, 1939, probably 80-100,000 
(i.e. two-thirds) were women and girls. As already observed, fairly 
large numbers of these workers are already being withdrawn by the 
Ministry of Labour to fill cotton vacancies now, and it may be expected 
that this policy will continue for the rest of the war. How many, then, 
are likely to be available for work in cotton after the war, remembering 
that while some attempt will no doubt be made to regulate and guide 
labour return to peace-time industries the compulsory powers of 
war-time will probably have been rescinded? 

One thing seems =tain. Many_ former operatives will marry a_nd 
retire from industry altogether, while some of those already married 
will similarly retire. <?~er wo~en and girls may be CXJ.'ec~ed to ~ry 
and avoid cotton, retatntng their employment perhaps tn tndustnes 
which have been newly established or greatly expanded in Lancashire 
during the war and may well remain here for peace-time production 
afterwards. · 

The return of women and girls is without doubt the big impon
derable, and having regard to all the circumstances, a_nd to be on ~e 
safe side it is assumed that not more than 40,000 will seek work 1n 
cotton. 'It is further assumed that they would be released as required 
from their present jobs. 

(b) Of the total transfers from the same sections about 60--70,000 wero 
males. It is impossible to say how many went into the Forces and 
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how many into other industries, but it is known that large numbers 
of men entered other industries. Here also there may be an attempt 
in a fairly large scale, especially among former big piecers, labourers 
and weavers, to find employment outside cotto~ a~ter the war. A 
further complication will be demobilisation poltcy 10 regard to ~c 
Forces, especially if, as has been suggested, age and len~~ of sery1ce 
are taken as the principal criteria. All things considered It IS question
able. whether more than 35,000 male workers will return, or be 
available for return, immediately war is over. 

(c) Immediately war is over many elderly men and women m~y be expected 
to retire from the spinning, doubling and weaving seCtions. If these 
are reckoned to be the over-60's they total about 12-13,000 (6 pet 
cent}, if the over-65's about 3,000. A round figure estimate of 10,000 
potential retirants is probably near the mark. 

Bringing these considerations together it would appear that the labour 
position in spinning, doubling and weaving immediately after the war 
might work out as follows :-

Already in cotton (males and females) . . . . 
Return from other industries and Forces (females) 
Return from other industries and Forces (males) 

Less retirants 

Total possibly available 

(OOO's) 
205 
40 
35 

280 
10 

270 

Estimates of this kind are, to say the least, highly speculative, but it 
is believed that the above is a reasonably cautious one. It assumes a total 
labour force in spinning, doubling and weaving equal to about 70 per cent 
of that (including unemployed) at October, 1939. Such a labour force 
would be 11,000 in excess of Estimate (2), 51,000 below Estimate (1} and 
132,000 below Estimate (3). 

3. THE LONG-TERM POSITION 

Juvenile recruitment is the key to the labour situation on a long-term 
view, although technical changes of various kinds will also affect not only 
the amount of labour required for a given output but also its composition 
by age and sex. 

As mentioned abo-:e, the trend of juvenile entrants is moving down
wards at an alarming rate. To arrest it and reverse it calls for vigorous 
and imaginative action and the Recruitment and Training Committee,. 
fully conscious of the need, may be relied upon to give every possible lead 
and encouragement. There seems to be general agreement as to the nature 
of the det.errents_to ~ew recruitment, diff7rences of opinion turning mainly 
upon their relative Importance, but whilst a large number of mills are 
finding it possible to provide certain welfare facilities, the fact remains 
that structural change:" such as rearrangements of machinery and others 
not regarded as essential to the war effort may have to stand over until the 
end of the war. Ther~ are, however, other problems such as those relating 
to wage an? promotion prospects which fall within the province of the 
trade org~rusat10ns and ~hc;>Uld be capable of being solved by them, and 
the Recrwtment and Trailung Committee, emphasising the seriousness of 
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the juvenile labour position, recently asked the organisations for an assur
a':'ce that they would a~dress themselves to these problems with special 
y1gour.. One of the h1ggest deterrents to recruitment is the feeling of 
msecurlty among parents r_egarding future stability and regularity of em
ploy~ent a_nd any steps which could be taken to allay doubt and pt:rplexity 
on this pomt would materially assist recruitment. 

. In view of the above reference to the Recruitment and Training Com
mittee some co~ent should be made on technical training, which in 
recent years. dwmdle~ almost. to vanishing point. The Committee has 
alrea~y obtamed an ~crease m the n~ber of textile courses in junior 
~echnical ~chools and m enrolments for senior technical training, but if the 
mdustry IS ~ot to lag behind overseas countries in the post-war race for 
technical supremacy it is essential that still further progress be made in 
this field. . 

The Education Bill, if passed into law in the form now envisaged, would 
!mve ~at-reaching effects in cotton, both in regard to technical training and 
JUVenile labour supply. The proposal to raise the school leaving age to 
15 would entirely suspend new recruitment for one year, equivalent on 
present figures to 6-7,000 juveniles, whilst further substantial losses would 
also be entailed if the age were subsequently raised to 16, as is suggested. 
Part-time releases for technical education for two half-days a week would 
in effect still further reduce the juvenile labour force by two-elevenths in 

·each age group concerned. In sum, the total of juvenile workers in cotton 
would be considerably reduced unless the annual rate of recruitment could 
meanwhile be stepped up considerably. 

Insofar as the future size and composition ~f the labour force are con
cerned a programme of re-equipment after the war would presumably 
entail technical changes requiring less labour per unit of output but in 
general a larger proportion of female workers than is the case at present. 
A straightforward change to high draft ring spindles in place of the present 
mule on a count of 28's (about the average of present production) would 
under normal staffing conditions reduce the demand for adult male labour 
by 70 per cent for the same volume of ourput and increase that for women 
woriers by about 100 per cent, whilst there would also be required fewer 
juvenile workers. In weaving one radical change possible is to automatic 
looms. From the labour standpoint it would necessitate fewer skilled 
workers but probably more juveniles and assistants than is the case under 
the present system. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The volume of production in the cotton industry which will be 
required in the national interest immediately after the cessation of hostilities 
in Europe and equally on a longer view to supply home needs and re-open 
export markets will not be attainable without special measures to augment 
the number of operatives. 

(2) In the first place there are measures to be taken within the ~dustry 
itself jointly by employers ~nd employed. Th~e measures con~1st of a 
rapid and extensive acceleratJo~ ~f ref~rms and 1mpro-:ements which h~ve 
3lready been introduced o.n a fau:ly w1de scale or are m pr?cess of bemg 
negotiated at the present tim~. The measures s~OIJld be designed to mak_e 
the industry more attractive ~.respect of s~:; of employment, con~
tions of work, methods of tr:unmg and promotJo • Apart from the maJor 
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and general questions o_f wages and mi.nimum .standards of ame~ties there 
exist a number of practices and regulations which obstruct rec~tme':'-t and 
efficient deployment of operatives. These are known to bo~ stdes tn ~he 
industry but any reluctance which has hitherto been shown to promotmg 
realistic solutions must now be overcome. 

Samples of this character which may be quoted include the following :-
(a) Opposition by juveniles or adults to new recruitment becau~e of 

its effect upon .the prospects of promotion and be~_u~e ~f the 
practice of sharmg absentees' wages, (b) too much rtgtdity ta ~e 
division of functions which prevents operatives from performtng 
more than one type of work, (c) the absence of any provisions for 
absorbing on satisfactory terms any ex-junior workers who might 
return to the industry as adults. 

The Committee on Post-War Problems therefore endorses the objectives 
adopted by the Recruitment and Training Committee and adds its urgent 
recommendation to organisations of employers and employed and to all 
individual units to c<H>perate with the latter Committee to the fulles.t 
ctent. 

(3) In the second place, when the immediate demand for higher priority 
munition work diminishes, the industry requires special measures to facili
tate and encourage the return of previous cotton workers from the war
time civilian employment to which they have been directed by the Ministry 
of Labour or have voluntarily transferred themselves. An early approach · 
should be made by the appropriate authorities to the Ministry of Labour 
for the institution of prompt measures to this end. It is believed that some 
part at least of a suitable programme of action might be set in operation 
before the ~ cessation of hostilities in· Europe and as soon as lessened 
need for certain types of production for war purpos~ is made possible by 
the military or the shipping situation. 

Finally, the cotto_n ~d~try sho~l? s':'bmit to the Government a ~!aim 
for so.me form of pnonty 10 demobiltsation. of male and female operatives 
now tn the Fo~ces on the double ground that increased production of 
cotton goods will be necessary in the national interest, especially in regard . 
to expo~t trade, ~~d ~at the ind~try ~ving borne exceptional hardships 
at the ttme of crtsts 10 1941 merits specially favourable consideration by 
way of a balance of equity. 
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APPENDIX c 

RESEARCH 

PART I. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL lrnSEARCH 

. Lancashire's ability to obtain and maintaln trade in new and original 
lines, and I? p~oduce more ":nd more economically will depend on the usc 
made of sctenti.6c and technical research. While research is no guarantee 
?f good trade and a prosperous industry, it is quite certain that if the cotton 
~dustry neglects research it will not be found in the vanguard of progress 
~ the post-war years. . . . 

GrtJ711th of Research in the Cotton I;tbutry _ 
The last 25 years have seen a noteworthy change in the position of 

research in the cotton industry. During, and at the end of the last war, 
organised research was almost non-existent. It was the realisation by the 
Royal Society, and ultimately by the Government, of the gap between 
University research and industty in this country that led to the inauguration 
of the Research Association movcm~nt under the auspices of the newly 
formed Depattment of Scienti.6c and Industrial Research. The British 
Cotton Industry Research Association, now widely known as the Shirley 
Institute, was founded in 1919, as a central co-operative research organisa
tion for the industty as a whole. 

The objects of the Research Association were manifold, but chief amongst 
them were the inauguration of (a) fundamental scientific research, and 
(b) work on practical problems of the bigger kind, and of a scope wider 
than that to be expected or possible in individual firms, which in the main 
were concerned with one section of the industry only. This point was of 
outstanding importance in an industry so horizontally organised as the 
cotton industry. · • , · 

For the first five years the Shirley Institute concentrated on fundamental 
scienti.6c work dealing with all the processes of the industry and thus laid 
secure foundations of new scientific knowledge, on which the subsequent 
increase in the application of science to industty was based. . . 

The laboratories of the Shirley Institute at Didsbuty were opened in 
1922; and in 1928 a new section was inaugurated to deal with _problems of 
the utilisation of rayon, both staple fibre and ~ament, alone ?r m admixture 
with cotton. These researches now compnse a very active part of the 
Institute's work. In 1936 the work of the British Silk Research Association 
was transferred to the Shirley Institute and a further section for silk research · 
was founded with similar aims to that of the Rayon Section. The Shirley 
Institute, in addition to its work on cotton, has thus done much valuable 
work on problems dealing with the best methods of processing synthetic 
fibres on cotton machinety, and also d~g generally with mixtures of 
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cotton with other fibres. The importance to the cotton industry of having 
its own Central Research Association sections dealing with r~yon, other 
synthetic fibres and silk is obvious in view of the fact that "nuxed" yarns 
and fabrics will be one of the great developments of the future. 

"Getting over" to the industry res~h ideas and possibilities ~ an 
industry which. had already flourished wtthout any rud from orgarused 
science (and had produced marvellous fabrics) was a problem of exceptional 
difficulty, and the Cotto~ R~earch Association ~ ~een ~ pioneer in ~his 
country in methods of linking the laboratory s<_:~entlst wtth. the pra<:ttcal 
man in the mill. During the last 17 years the policy of the Shirley Institute 
has been to persuade mill managers and. the_ir assi~tants of ~e val~e of 
research and to induce them to discuss thetr difficulties and thetr own tdeas 
with the Shirley Institute, thus encouraging them to exeocise initiative in 
introducing improvements themselves. 

Arising out of the rapid growth of centralised co-operative research 
there has occurred an increase in the number of scientifically trained 
personnel employed by indivi~~ firms .. Most of these have close ~on
tacts with the Research Assoctatlon, particularly where under the Shirley 
Institute's Trainee Scheme they have received a course of training in the 
research method of the Institute. 

The changed position of research in the cotton industry between the . 
two wars is well illustrated by the contribution scientific staffs in the 
industry (those of individual firms as well as the Research Association) 
have made to the solution of hundreds of textile problems arising out of 
the war and relating to the best use of cotton for special Service clothing · 
and equipment. When the full story of this work can be made public it 
will form a record of achievement of which the industry and the country 
may well be proud. 

Private Resear>h 
Before summarising the present position as regards the Research 

Association, a paragraph on private research seems desirable. There are 
a few firms in the industry who maintain adequate research· facilities and 
sta!fs _and a few with less than adequate facilities who nevertheless carry on 
a limited amount of development work. Such firms tend to derive more 
advantage from the work of the Association since they are in a better 
position to interpret, apply and develop the ideas put forward. It is argued 
very strongly in some quarters, which are deserving of every respect, that 
nothing short of a considerable intensification of private research above 
all on its development side will meet the post-war situation and that this 
factor ~ill neces.sitate the amalgamation of the sffiau.er units in the industry' 
mto untts suffictently large to provide adequate private research facilities. 

Present Position of Resear>h Assoeiation 
Th": work of the Research Association to-day may be elassified into four 

categones :-

fifTY 

(!) Fundamental scientific work; 
(2) Develop~ent work, and general application of new knowledge 

to practical ends ; , 
(3) Work relating to, members' own special difficulties, and (during 

the war) to special problems for the Services and Government 
Departments generally; · 

(4) Training. 



The nature ?f the work done under categories (1) and (3) is self-evident.
Und~r t~e ~ramee Scheme an. educated man with a thorough technical 
tral111Ilg Is ~1ven the opp~rturuty by temporarily joining the staff of the 
Shi~le~ Ins~ltute to appre~Jate. the trend of textile research and to obtain 
an mstght mto the tec~cal mterdependence of all the processes in the 
produ~uon of ~hose texu~e g~ods of mtc;rest to the co~ton industry. This 
IS paruc~rly rmpor~nt m v1e.w of the mdustry's horiZontal organisation, 
_and the rmportant obJect of this Scheme is to increase the number of such 
scientifi~J:' and techni~y. ~ra~ed m~ available for management and 
other posmons of responstbiliry .Jn the mdustry and to assist individual 
lir~s to develop the ideas originating in the Research Association. 

As regard the application of research to practical ends it would be 
generally agreed that the objects of research are :-

(a) the accurate scienti6c control ?f processing at all stages, to avoid 
wastage through the production of defective materials ; 

(b) the development of more efficient and shorter processes with the 
~~~= , 
(i) decreasing costs of production ; 

(ii) saving labour ; 

(iii) improving working conditions ; 

(c) the creation of new products. 

· Since the formation of the Research Association 24 years ago much 
attention has been directed to the scientific explanation of various processes 
and great progress has been made in new control methods. Accurate 
process control, though still somewhat backward in the less progressive 
firms, is now generally recognised as essential, and the amount of defectively 
processed material the,reby greatly reduced. . 

The problem of decreasing production costs is of obvious importance 
in helping Lancashire to compete more equally with foreign competitors. 
Saving labour is important because of the probable shortage of labour in 
the industry, while the improvement of labour conditions is essential in 
order to attract what labour is available. The success of this development 
work depends to a large extent on the possibility of full-scale demonstra
tions. In this connection the Research Association has been studying, by 
means of researches at its headquarters and by surveys in mills all over 
Lancashire, the behaviour of cotton, silk and synthetic fibres when pro
cessed through cotton machinery. Some years ago the Association entered 
the field of machine design and started to construct in the Institute's own 
engineering workshop the prototypes of full-scale machines based on 
entire~·y ew. principles. In spite of difficulties due to the war, much pro
gress h· 1t>.,een made, and under the scheme for the disposal of the surplus 
result" 10 I ~m the winding up of the Spindles Board, some of these new 

' a...,. Tra~l,cerned with spinning processing are at present on trial in a 
m co~peu~ercial conditions of production. If these and subsequent 
trJ rmauon 'ssful they will have much effect on future improvements in 

the produc., machinery. 
co als for the ~ · 
o~ton Spinners' ements in new .products s~nd t~ th~ credit b~th of the 
pmners for man 'on and of leading firms w1th sctentifically tramed staffs 

sales '!!.nd defivericl: hoped that the growth of development departments in 
Spinners'_ a.nd MartU be rapid, as soon as post-war conditions permit. 
loom activity. · I F1m-0~ 



Needs of the F uhlre 
The Committee gives general encouragement to all aspec_ts ~f Shirley 

Institute's work. It endorses the need for fundamental scientific work 
without which no progress can be made and w~tho~t which in fac~ the 
present position of the Institute cannot be mamtamed nor can highly 
qualified men be attracted to its service. In regar~ to the a~ research 
work, while different opinions may be held by different sections of the 
industry on the order in which particular problems merit ~tten~on and the 
amount of time and money to be spent on them, the Institute Itself under 
the guidance of its widely representative Council is in the best position to 
make a balanced judgment. · -

The Committee attaches special impor~nce to the absorption of the 
results of ·research into industry and of widening the scope of research 
itself. In this connection special emphasis is laid upon the efforts made by 
the Institute through its Trainee Scheme and through its liaison work to 
raise the standard of skill and knowledge in the industry. The various 
trade associations are strongly advised to make increased use of the expert 
advice of the Institute whenever matters of policy which involve the 
assessment of technical factors or which have technical repercussions on the 
industry are under consideration. 

It will appear from the foregoing brief description that the availability 
of funds to promote experiments on a commercial scale has permitted a 
very ·considerable extension of the scope of research. 

The Committee strongly holds the view tliat the basis of the Associ:r 
tion's research should continue to include research on any fibres likely to 
be used within the industry, since this is as fully calculated to advance the 
interests of the Lancashire industry as research on cotton itself. The 
Committee draws the attention of the Department of Scientific and Indus
trial Research to these considerations, emphasising the importance of 
promoting the fullest collaboration between all inter-connected research 
activities. 

In the field of maintenance of quality and the related field of consumer 
and market research the view has been expressed that there is room for 
expansion as ~ell as a much higher deg~ee of co:ordination among the 
vanous agenctes already at work. The mdustry Itself has not hitherto 
aceepted responsibility for either policy or action in this field. The Com
mittee feels that the. time is now ripe for a serious study of the problem. 
In any such study science and research would have important contributions 
to make. 

. ' 
Condusions 

It is self~vident ~t the well-being of the industry deper on the 
~eatest ~oss1ble extet;'S1on o~ the scope_ of res:arch and on th• >rption 
~nto the ~dustry of Its findings and discoveries. In this ce>.d intd .. till"' 
tndustry IS fortunate that the work already done gives the or /"" 
rapid expansion in this field. Taking the fullest advantage r fr 
alrea~y built up the facilities for resear~h and the field o~· f.d 
be still further extended and the processes for getting r~' w knowledg~ 
trade should be constantly intensif!ed. In the light of th . · ~ 
Comrruttee has reached the followtng conclusions:- es, and (durmg ', 

(I) The fundamental scientific research work of the f-Dd Government 
of profound importance to the future of the industry. 
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(2) The Committee is convinced that the liaison work and trainin - -
scheme o~ the Institute are of the highest value and expresses the ho~ 
tha.t the highest p~s~~le ~egree of priority will be given to the intensifi
cation of these activities 10 the reconstruction period. 

(3) The post-war Cotton Board should use all the influence at its 
command to Impress upon the larger units in the industry the importance 
of really ade9uate private research and development departments and 
should 1_11ake tt clear ~o all firms that unless their facilities in this respect 
a.nd thetr conta~ts wtth 0e -':tesearch Association are adequate they are 
hkely to fall senously behind 10 the competitive struggle. · 

(~) Funds should be made available by the Cotton Board for the 
carrytng out of further experiments on a mill scale on the lines of the 
present scheme for utilising the surplus of the Spindles Board whenever 
tt is considered that investigation has proceeded so far that both research 
and the prospect of incorporating results into the industry would benefit 
by full-scale demonstration. • 

(5) The Committee is strongly of the opinion that the Shirley Institute 
should continue to interest itself in all filires likely to be of use to the 
Lancashire industry. · 

{6) The problems connected with consumer research should be 
thoroughly investigated by a suitably constituted Committee of the 
industry. · 

· (7) The Cothmittee submits to trade organisations and individual firms 
· the view that the maximum use should be made of the resources of Shirley 
Institute, whenever matters of policy which involve the assessment of 
technical factors or which have technjcal repercussions in the industry are 
under consideration. ' 

PART 2 ECONOMIC RESEARCH AND INFORMATION 
Both the industry and the Cotton Board will need the fullest information 

of conditions at home and abroad if it is to make the best use of the 
opportunities for development which will be offered during the shifting 
and unce~tain. conditions of transition from war to peace. No central 
organisation can attempt to replace the detailed knowledge of his own 
production and outlets which the Lancashire producer and merchant has 
long possessed. But no individual producer or merchant can have full 
knowledge of all sections of the industry or of all markets. It falls to the 
Cotton Board to equip itself with sufficient information, statistical and other
wise, to see the outlines of the whole picture, and to assist each part o( the 
industry to view its own problems against the wider background. 

The cotton industry was already, before the war, comparatively well 
served with statistical information. The Cotton Trade Statistical Bureau, 
formed in 1925 and subsequently incorporated in the Joint Committee of 
Cotton Trade Organisations, was responsible for several special inquiries 
into competitive problems and for the diffusion of statistical and general 
information within the industry ; it also undertook special investigations 
jnto the productive capacity of the industry in connection with the pro
posals for the el~ti~n of redundancy. The. F~deration of Master 
Cotton Spinners' Assoctattons and the Bo!ton Assoc1at~o~ of Master Co~ton 
Spinners for many years collected and Circulated statistics of production, 
sales \nd defiveries of spinners on a voluntary basis, while the Cotton 
Spinners' and Manufacturers' Association collected periodical statistics of 
loom activity. 
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;H11rlcet Informttlion 
A post-war Cotton Board would require not only the official statist!cs 

of import and export trade from _overseas markets, but ~ou~d also _reqwrc 
to investigate such problems as the growth of competmg mdustnes, the 
development of new uses, changes in .style and ?esign, shif!s of dem~d 
betWeen the various textiles, the factors govermng purchasmg power In 

each market the effects of Govermental policies on the cotton and rayon 
trade-all p;oblems which ~he individual trade~ is ra~ely in a positi~n to 
study in detail although he ts well aware of thetr reactions on his busmess. 
In this work the co-operation of the firms concerned in the industry would 
naturally be essential. It might also be necessary to maintain contacts 
with informed persons in as many markets as possible with a view to 
receiving reports and surveys for the benefit of the industry as a whole. 
As soon as markets are re-opened (especially those now occupied by the 
enemy) it will be necessary to ascertain as rapidly as possible the markets' 
immediate needs and the possibilities of supply. It will also be necessary 
to watch very closely the development of competition from other sources 
and to discover whether the sources of supply which have developed 
during the war are likely to endanger the U.K. cotton industry's com
petitive opportunities. 

The ·knowledge acquired should be used both for the information of 
the trade and to guide the Board itself in its export policy and in particular 
in representing the interests of the industry when trade agreements and 
tariff revisions are being negotiated by the Government. -

011tp11t St111istirs 

During the war the Cotton Control has beeq obliged to require firms 
to render very full accounts of their activities in the form of statistical 
returns. Although many of these returns will no longer be necessary the 
Board must have full knowledge of output trends, sales and stocks at the 
various stages of the industry; especially in the early stages after the war,. 
the Board must carefully follow the building up of order books on the 
one hand, and the expansion of output and intake of labour and raw 
marerial on the other. 

~e Boar~ will have to. watch the rela~ion betw~n output and pro
ductive capactty and to dectde on the basts of the Information available 
whether conditions require measures to deal with redundancy. Further, 
if any approach is t~ be made to. a policy_ of stabilising output and employ
ment, the Board will 9eed full information not only of output trends but 
also of the general state of order books, so that immediate regard can be 
paid to' any indication of changes in the volume of demand. To be useful 
such particulars should be collected at the earliest possible stage, i.e., from 
merchants. 

I 

During the. war it has ~nfortunately been necessary for individual 
firms . to work m the dark wtthout complete knowledge of raw material 
s~pphes or market outlets. As soon as possible, the benefit of the informa
tion collected should be extended to the industry as a whole in the belief 
that ~c~ate knowledge is one way of avoiding some of the dangers of the 
transmon pertod .. 

The question arises whether such Wormation should be c~lleeted 
after the war on a voluntary or a compulsory basis. If information of this 
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kind is to be used for policy decisions affecting the whole industry, it must 
be comprehenstve, and compulsory powers to obtain it therefore appear 
to be necessary. 

Costi11g 

One of the reforms most urgently needed is the establishment of a more 
satisfactory basis of accountancy f<:>r price policy .. The Board will require 
a verr accurate knowledge of relattve costs before lt can develop its policy 
of pnce management. A standardised costing system, with its definitions 
generally understood and applied is urgently needed and, even apart from 
the necessities of price management, will be to the general advantage of 
the industry; it must be admitted that a great many firms at present have 
only a very imperfect idea of their own costs of production. Further, 
more accurate information than is easily available at present of the effects 
of changes iQ. the costs of essential materials, fuel, upkeep of machinery, 
etc., will be required if the Board is to assist the industry to secure its 

· requirements at a reasonable price and in reasonable quantities. 

Coii&IM.riOfls 
To obtain the information which a post-war Cotton Board is certain · 

to require, oath to ful@ its own functions and for the general benefit of 
.the industry it will need:- · 

(i) Starutory powers to collect information from persons engaged in 
the cotton industry. It will be necessary to define the kind of information 
which may be obtained and to provide that information relating to a 
particular business should not be disclosed except to authorised persons. 

(NOTE.-Under the Cotton Industry~Reorganisation) Act, 1939, Section 26, the 
Cotton Industry Board, or the Board of Trade was empowered to 

' require fi_rms to furnish such information of productive capacity. 
output, orders, sales, deliveries, stocks and costs as appear to the 
Cotton Industry Board or the Board of Trade necessary for the 
exercise of their !unctions under the Act.] 

(ii) Authority to sp~d a reas<:'nab_le sum i_r{ undertaking and promoting 
economic research, and rn collecttng informatton at home and abroad, and 
to circulate information. • 
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